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Abstract 

In this study a model is developed that is used to value the impact of different (seasonal) demand 

patterns on the value of Reverse Factoring (RF) for the supplier. The first part of the research 

focused at existing RF theory and we developed a new multi-period RF model. In the second part 

we used this model to value Reverse Factoring contracts for the supplier. Different demand 

patterns have been studied to investigate the impact on Reverse Factoring. Several sensitivity 

analyses are performed on the base case to gain insight in: (1) the impact of facing seasonal 

demand (2) for different Reverse Factoring contracts and (3) what factors are most sensitive 

under different (seasonal) demand patterns. This study shows that Reverse Factoring with non-

auto discounting has more potential in terms of higher dividend payments when the supplier faces 

strong seasonal demand than when the demand is more constant. We assumed that only for 

parameter values at which RF outperforms no RF the supplier would agree on a RF contract. At 

these interest rates and payment terms strong seasonal demand amplifies the financial gains of RF 

relative to no RF. Practical implications of the obtained findings are discussed in the end.  
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Executive Summary 

In this thesis a model is developed to study the impact of seasonal demand faced by suppliers on 

the benefits of Supply Chain Finance (SCF). SCF is a relatively new product which has emerged 

in the banking industry over the last five years. In the narrow definition and in this thesis SCF is 

synonymous for Reverse Factoring (RF). There is not one accepted well defined definition of RF, 

but in essence it provides non-recourse financing to the key suppliers of large corporate buyers. 

RF normally makes use of intelligent IT technology hooking up all the trade partners on a single 

platform where buyer and supplier share information on the status of trade receivables, which in 

turn triggers finance moments. This transparency created by RF makes it possible for the bank to 

provide higher levels of financing, process payments automatically and provide funding much 

faster to the supplier than with the traditional instruments. In this process the supplier is able to 

sell its accounts receivable to the bank in exchange for immediate cash. This enables the supplier 

to obtain credit at a lower cost, increase balance sheet liquidity and keep pace with the buyer’s 

growth. The buyer is able to extend its payment period, resulting in a reduction of its financing 

costs. Moreover, the buyer can improve the relationship and the financial position of its critical 

suppliers. The bank is able to charge an extra premium on the discount rate of the accounts 

receivable, access a new market and cross sell other products to these suppliers. During the 

literature study it appeared that not much research or academic publications have focused on 

quantifying the benefits of RF. There are a few models designed to estimate the benefits of RF 

for suppliers. All these models are quite plain; mostly assuming constant demand and constant 

interest rates. This thesis quantifies and investigates how seasonal demand affects the supplier’s 

value of RF. 

 

Model 

The first part of this report describes the existing financial models to calculate benefits of RF. We 

extend one of these models, the one from Cetinay et al. (2012), and adjust this model accordingly 

to study different demand patterns in a multi-period setting. 

 

The existing model shows that RF mitigates the information asymmetry between the supplier and 

the bank, reducing the financing cost and increasing the total value of the supply chain. With this 

model they show the influence to the value of Reverse Factoring by the spread in external 

financing costs, operating characteristics and risk free interest rate (Cetinay, Tanrisever, & 

Reindorp, 2012). We used this particular model because no other model seems to come close to 

the investigation of influence to the value of RF facing seasonal demand. This is the only model 

using stochastic demand size and arrival times, however, for a single-period horizon. 

 

We extended this model to several periods first. In every period at a random time there arrives 

one single demand. The payment period, which represents the period it takes the supplier to 
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collect its Accounts Receivable, is fixed and for every order the same. For these extended 

assumptions to the model we obtained three possible cases to happen every single period again: 

 

- Case 1;  the Accounts Receivable are received before the end of the same period 

- Case 2; the Accounts Receivable are received in the next period before the next demand 

arrives at the supplier 

- Case 3; the Accounts Receivable are received in the next period after the next demand has 

already arrived at the supplier  

This pattern of three possible cases recurred every subsequent period, for an infinite amount of 

periods. We introduced three different demand patterns. One demand pattern is with no seasonal 

fluctuation and for every period a random demand size drawn from the same uniform 

distribution. Two other demand patterns are with weak and strong seasonal effects, with both 

seasons of one year. Analysing these three different patterns in different scenarios provide us 

with important data to say something about the impact of seasonal demand on the supplier’s RF 

benefits. We applied simulation by VBA Microsoft Excel to illustrate the impact of variability in 

specific input parameters and executed sensitivity analysis to answer the research questions. 

Results 

The second part of the thesis is concerned with the simulation of different demand patterns for 

three different financing methods. The normal financing method is without RF. The other two are 

variants of RF. First, the closed model for which the bank automatically settles any invoice 

submitted by the buying organization for that supplier. We referred to this as auto RF, because all 

invoices are automatically discounted without any influence of the supplier. Secondly, the other 

RF variant represents the open model for which the supplier can decide which invoice it wishes 

to have paid early by the bank. We assumed that if the supplier has enough cash at hand to pay its 

liabilities it chooses not to discount early, to avoid these early discounting costs accordingly. This 

financing method is referred to as non-auto RF.  

 

We introduce two different base cases. The first one is with deterministic demand and no 

uncertainty in the rates. The second case is with stochastic demand and risk premiums to 

compensate the uncertainty and information asymmetry. For both cases and for every financing 

method we calculate the average yearly dividend proceedings. To say anything about these 

obtained values more scenario and sensitivity analysis have been performed. From these analyses 

we conclude some promising statements. We proved that, as theory already suggested, Reverse 

Factoring is not beneficial if the financing rate or extended payment period are getting too large. 

The existing models calculate the supplier benefits by the principle of rate arbitrage together with 

a payment period extension for the buyer.  

 

Regardless the demand pattern we first look at the differences in dividend payments between 

contracts of auto RF and non-auto RF. According our expectations we obtain that: 
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In terms of dividend payments the financing method of not-automatically discounting the 

invoices (non-auto RF) always outperforms the method where every invoice is directly 

discounted (auto RF). 

 

This conclusion can be verified in most figures in the sensitivity analysis Chapter 4, like Figure 

18 and Figure 19. Never will the gains of auto RF relative to No RF be higher than the gains of 

non-auto RF. The next conclusion focuses at mean dividend payments: 

 

The mean dividend payments are significantly lower under strong seasonal demand than for 

other demand patterns (Table 2  and Figure 24). 

 

However, we assumed that the supplier cannot choose what demand distribution he faces. 

Therefore, we investigated the relative gains of any RF contract to No RF within the same 

demand pattern. By doing so were are able to see the relative gains or losses RF makes under 

different demand circumstances. Although, the mean dividend payments are lower for seasonal 

demand, the general and most important conclusion is: 

 

Benefits of RF in dividend gains relative to a No RF contract are significantly higher under 

Strong Seasonal Demand with dividend payments up to 3% higher (Figure 25). 

 

This conclusion focuses on analysis results at which RF is beneficial. We assumed that a 

company will not agree to any RF contract if by anticipation it already knows it will be 

disadvantageous to no contract at all. Though, there is one exception to this conclusion. In case 

the supplier is very illiquid and cash constraint, dividends are not higher under Strong Seasonality 

relative to no seasonal demand. In this case without seasonal demand the benefits of RF are 

higher because the supplier needs to discount the invoices early every period anyway (Figure 22).  

 

We also investigated the break-even points at which the supplier is indifferent to participate in a 

RF agreement (Figure 21). Auto RF contracts are most sensitive to increasing values of lrf and rrf, 

but under strong seasonal demand the sensitivity is relatively the lowest. That auto RF is most 

sensitive is due to the fact it discounts every invoice. Different parameter values impact every 

invoice, where in case of non-auto RF only a part of the invoices is influenced. In our multi-

period model findings indicate more a linear relationship between lrf and rrf and both RF contract. 

These findings have implications for other stakeholders than the supplier as well. When demand 

is without seasonality the buyer will strongly pursue a non-auto RF contract. The choice between 

non-auto RF and auto RF can impact the potential payment period extension by almost 60%. The 

differences in RF contract under strong seasonal demand seem to be less and, therefore, the buyer 

might insist less on a non-auto RF contract. The bank will always pursue auto RF contracts, as 

the supplier has to discount and pay every invoice.  
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In this thesis we proved that a different demand pattern definitely impacts the benefits or losses 

of a RF contract. We assumed that a rational supplier would only sign any RF contract if he 

expects to gain direct financial benefits from this contract. We analysed many scenarios and for 

all, except one where the supplier is very much cash constraint, facing stronger seasonal demand 

amplifies the direct financial benefits of RF in terms of mean dividend payments. Hence, we 

conclude that in getting suppliers on-board in seasonal industries these findings can serve as an 

extra motivation to agree on Reverse Factoring. Banks should also focus more on these industries 

as their RF product is more valuable to these suppliers. 
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1. Introduction 

As with much modern finance theory, the literature starts with the famous Modigliani-Miller 

irrelevance propositions (1958). This theorem states that in perfect capital markets, risk 

management and capital structure are irrelevant for firms, as investors can replicate on their own 

any choice made by the firm. Because a firm’s value is not affected by its capital structure, it is 

therefore called the capital structure irrelevance theory. Capital markets in reality are, however, 

not perfect, first of all because firms have to pay taxes and transaction costs. Second, because 

information asymmetry does exist. This information asymmetry exists because of difficulties or 

high associated costs in transferring this information from the firm to the bank and due to the 

principle agent problem (Pfohl & Gomm, 2009). 

 

Modigliani and Miller suggested that financing decisions will not influence the operational 

decisions. However, market imperfections show us that these decisions have to cooperate and fit 

each other; these decisions have to be considered jointly. This is exampled in the following 

generalized situation. In today’s globalizing marketplace and the past financial crisis, small firms 

experience more difficulty in financing their production cycle. Since firms are incapable of 

tracking international shipments of orders, the buyer company is not able to predict when 

shipments arrive. To compensate for this they hold more inventory and cash to prevent shortages, 

on the other hand they are demanding longer payment terms. These dynamics make it harder for 

suppliers to get payments on time (Carswell, 2007). Also, the recent financial crisis has resulted 

in a significant drop in demand for goods and services and made banks tightening their credit 

terms (Vasilescu, 2010). This crisis looks like to have opened the eyes of companies for this 

combined area, whereas the literature on this topic has already started some years previously. 

 

Financial flexibility is the firm’s ability to finance its operations or investments even when 

facing adverse cash flow shocks (Léautier, 2007). Misaligned incentives between equity holders 

(owners), bond/debt holders (creditors), and managers, combined with information asymmetries 

between managers (insiders) and equity and debt holders (outsiders) constitute the micro 

foundation for the value of financial flexibility (Léautier, 2007). A firm may have to pass on 

value-creating opportunities (on a stand-alone basis), because it does not have the financial 

flexibility to pursue them. This phenomenon is also known as the ‘under-investment problem’. 

 

In the case of a tightening in monetary policy, for instance, bank loans supplies to firms are 

reduced. This diminishes the ability of those firms that are more bank-dependent to carry out 

desired investment and employment plans. Similarly, a tightening in monetary policy is 

associated with a rise in borrowers’ debt-service burdens, a reduction in the present value of their 

collateralisable resources, and a reduction in their cash flow and net worth. Once again, this 

makes it more difficult and/or more costly for firms, for which asymmetric information issues 

are more relevant to obtain loans, forcing them to reduce their activities (Bernanke & Gertler, 
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1995). Due to information asymmetry the cost of internal finance may differ significantly from 

the cost of external finance. Since banks lack the information and insight in SME’s they charge 

high interest rates on short-term finance, if they are willing to provide credit at all. 

 

In Paragraph 1.1 we explain the concept of Working Capital and managing it. Due to recent 

events the focus of many firms on its Working Capital has increased. The subsequent Paragraph 

1.2 discusses Supply Chain Finance, which is a process that can optimize financial flows 

between several companies to create value. In essence it provides non-recourse financing to 

suppliers of large corporate buyers. In its narrow definition Supply Chain Finance is synonymous 

and interchangeably used with Reverse Factoring. In Paragraph 1.3 the impact of Reverse 

Factoring is discussed; the benefits and drawbacks it can bring to a company. In literature some 

different models are designed to calculate these potential benefits of Reverse Factoring. In 

Paragraph 1.4 several theoretical available models are discussed. The final paragraph discusses 

the main research question and accordingly how this is subdivided into several smaller research 

questions.  

 

1.1 Working Capital 

Due to the recent financial crisis, roughly from 2007 to 2009, companies had to be more careful 

in their spending. The way they had obtained funds before has changed and everything became 

more expensive. No longer can liquidity be taken for granted, financial institutions and other 

corporations are looking to optimize internal funds flows with a renewed focus on the basics
1
. 

Managing the Working Capital (WC) has become very important the last few years. Working 

Capital is a financial metric that represents the amount of day-to-day operating liquidity 

available to a business (Morgan, 2008). It is part of operating capital and it could be considered 

as a measure of a company’s efficiency and short-term financial health. Net Working Capital 

(NWC) can be defined as the current assets minus the current liabilities. Figure 1 shows the 

definition of a positive NWC. The amount of Working Capital reflects the time between cash 

flowing out of the firm, at the start of the manufacturing process, and the moment cash flows 

back into the firm, when final products are sold (Berk & DeMarzo, 2007). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                 

 
1
http://www.mckinsey.com/clientservice/Financial_Services/Knowledge_Highlights/Recent_Reports/~/media/Rep

orts/Financial_Services/Finding_funds_in_the_payments_cycle.ashx 
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Figure 1: Definition of a positive net working capital (Hofmann & Kotzab, 2006) 

 

The indicator to measure how long cash is tied up between procurement and sales is the cash 

conversion cycle, which can be defined as the elapsed time from the payment of cash for 

materials or components through to the receipt of cash for sale of the finished good (Christopher 

& Ryals, 1999).  

 

The cash conversion cycle (CCC) can be calculated by: 

 

��� = �������	
	�
� + ��������	���������	�
� − ��������	�
���	�
� 

 

In words the Inventory Days is the speed with which the stock of raw materials, work in progress 

and finished goods of a company are converted into product sales. Accounts Receivable Days 

represent the number of days between the sale of a product and the receipt of a cash payment. 

The Accounts Payable Days is the number of days between the purchase of an input from a 

supplier and cash payment to that supplier. So the company purchases inventory, generally using 

trade credit. After a value creation, this inventory is sold and generates either cash or receivables. 

Receivables are collected and, ultimately, the trade credit and the value activities are satisfied.  

 

According to Pfohl & Gomm (2009) NWC is a key figure in their framework of Supply Chain 

Finance. More specific they say that the cash conversion cycle is a key figure to a dynamic and 

holistic treatment of the NWC-performance, both within the company and within the supply 

chain. This we see in the next paragraph about Supply Chain Finance. 
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1.2 Supply Chain Finance 

New inter-functional and inter-organizational tasks at the intersection of finance and logistics 

open new Supply Chain Management opportunities. The integration of material and information 

flows together with the flows of financial resources can be seen as managing the Supply Chain 

Finance (SCF) of a company (Hofman E. , 2005). SCF aims at optimizing the inter-company 

financial flows within a supply chain. There is not one accepted definition for SCF yet, but we 

present several of them and see that the principles are mostly the same. The Aberdeen Group 

defines Supply Chain Finance as: 

“A combination of Trade Financing provided by a financial institution, a third-party vendor, or a 

corporation itself, and a technology platform that unites trading partners and financial 

institutions electronically and provides the financing triggers based on the occurrence of one or 

several supply chain events” (AberdeenGroup, 2006).  

 

Pfohl & Gomm (2009) define SCF as: 

“The inter-company optimization of financing as well as the integration of financing processes 

with customers, suppliers, and service providers in order to increase the value of all 

participating companies” (Pfohl & Gomm, 2009, p. 151).  

 

Whereas Hofmann (2005) defines SCF as: 

“Supply Chain Finance is an approach for two or more businesses in a supply chain, including 

external service providers, to jointly create value through means of planning, steering, and 

controlling the flow of financial resources on an inter-organizational level” (Hofman, 2005, p. 

207). 

 

The overall goal of SCF is to optimize Working Capital throughout the end-to-end supply chain 

for both buyers and sellers. These presented definitions of SCF all seem to optimize financial 

flows within a supply chain. Reverse Factoring is one SCF product which aims to optimize a 

financial flow between one buyer and one or multiple suppliers, including an external service 

provider. In the remainder of this report we used SCF to refer to the more specific defined 

method Reverse Factoring.  

 

Reverse Factoring (RF) and SCF will in this report be both used interchangeable. RF takes care 

of outgoing payments to suppliers with the possibility to advance those payments based on the 

buyer’s credit rating. This enables the buyer to keep long terms or even stretch days payable, 

while the supplier’s position is not weakened. A technology platform connect the buyers, 

suppliers and investor (bank) to facilitate invoice and credit note reconciliation, invoice trading 

and settlements between the parties.  

 

The key difference of SCF with traditional Factoring is that the bank’s risk exposure is fully 

concentrated on one buyer instead of one buyer and many suppliers. In the SCF program the 
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bank purchases only selected receivables based on the credit quality of the buyer. As a result, the 

suppliers, who do business with large, financially strong buyers, are able to obtain more 

favourable terms from the factors. When the large buyer receives goods from the supplier, the 

buyer sends the invoice directly to the factor.  The bank (factor), in turn, pays the supplier 

directly. The buyer will pay the factor on the due date of the invoice. In this case, Reverse 

Factoring allows the financially weaker supplier to profit from the strong financial position of the 

buyer. This translates to the following steps in RF (see also Figure 2): 

 

1. A seller sends the buyer an invoice for services / goods delivered. 

2. The buyer approves the invoice, and thus, creates an irrevocable payment obligation. 

3. The supplier is now able to sell the invoice and sends the resulting receivable to the 

financial service provider in case it desires early payment for services / goods delivered. 

This part has the elements of asset-based financing. 

4. The financial service provider pays the supplier the value of the services / goods 

delivered minus a discount. In turn, the financial service provider takes over all the rights 

and obligations of the receivable from the seller. The discount rate at which the supplier 

is able to obtain early payment from the receivable is based on the buyer’s credit rating. 

This is often more favourable than the supplier’s credit rating. This part and this credit 

rate arbitrage, is what makes the above, a Reverse Factoring scheme.  

5. The buyer eventually pays the financial service provider the full invoice amount. 

 

 

Figure 2: Elements of Reverse Factoring 

 

Crucial in this structure of Reverse Factoring is the buyer’s approval of the invoice to the bank. 

With this ‘promise’ the bank is kind of assured that the buyer, the one with a higher credit 

standing, has approved the supplies and promised to pay the invoice within the agreed payment 

term. In case the supplier would approve the invoice, there is still no security for the bank that 

the invoice will be paid by the buyer within the agreed payment term, or even at all.  

 

The buyer organization verifies the invoice, as explained, and submits details to the bank. The 

bank will accordingly do one of the two things (Crowe, 2009): 
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• Issue a notification to the supplier that there is a payment waiting to be made. The 

supplier can then decide which invoices it wishes to have paid early. Depending on the 

sophistication of the solution, the supplier will either return a signed letter to the bank or 

use the bank’s web based portal to accept the offer to settle the invoice early (sometimes 

known as the “Open Model” or “non-auto discounting”). 

• Automatically settle any invoice submitted by the buying organization for that supplier 

(sometimes known as the “Closed Model” or “auto discounting”). 

According to Crowe (2009) the ‘Open Model’ is a more commonly available solution as it 

allows the supplier to choose as and when it accepts an advance against the invoice. However, 

this model does increase the administrative costs for both the supplier and the bank as the 

supplier’s acceptance has to be processed by both parties. The ‘Closed Model’ is becoming 

increasingly popular, both with buying organizations and their suppliers as it minimizes 

administration costs and maximizes the benefits to both parties. Under both models, it is 

important to note that payment is made to the supplier on a “non-recourse” basis. This means 

that once payment is made to the supplier it cannot be reclaimed by the bank. As such the 

payments can be regarded as a full and final settlement by the supplier. 

 

1.3 Impact of Supply Chain Finance 

Reverse Factoring, by definition, should optimize and benefit every participating company to 

some extent, or at least make no one worse off. For all three parties, the supplier, buyer and 

financial service provider, there are gains in a financial way, but also gains in operational and 

strategic ways which we will discuss accordingly. For a RF contract concerns are involved at 

which the participants should be alert. We discuss these concerns for each involved company 

separate.   

Technology Platform 

Financial supply chain technology facilitates the process of exchanging payments, related 

documents, and information between buyers, suppliers, financial institutions and other parties 

involved. SCF technology incorporates both transactional financial supply chain automation and 

access to financing/credit; extended by the participating financial institution or supply chain 

partners themselves. The many payments organizations make on a repeated basis call for system 

reliability. Automated platforms often require some patience of the users at the start (many 

exceptions), but once they are dealt with, the system can be a boost to operational efficiency, 

especially when compared to paper-based solutions. Process automation and transaction fee 

reduction may entail important cost reductions.  

 

Most SCF Platforms are web-based, making it an ideal low-cost interface to the many suppliers 

involved in a SCF-program. Investments in hardware and software are minimal. Buyers 

generally are linked-up with the platform through secure straight-through-processing-
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connections (STP-connections), which requires limited investments. Once the parties are 

connected, transactions run with relative ease are STP (without manual intervention). 

Supplier’s benefits 

The supplier could benefit financially by lower capital costs and reduced Working Capital. The 

supplier has better access to capital; liquidity can be improved by a higher ability to turn 

receivables into cash. The additional access to capital could result in better diversification of 

financing sources. This could be particularly relevant in the current economic environment 

where availability of funds is scarce and at high costs.  

 

The strategic gains could be higher growth potential and reduced risk. The reduced risk is a 

result from the transparency and cash flow certainty, e.g. improved cash flow forecasting and 

balance sheet management (Cronie, 2008). RF creates visibility and improves status transparency 

of the Accounts Receivable. The realized savings from SCF could be reinvested in own business 

to improve processes. Also investing in own suppliers to reduce supplier risk is a risk reducing 

method.  An operational benefit to the supplier is better integrated system with the buyer. Since 

the Reverse Factoring agreement is supported by a technological platform, the firms can 

automate the invoicing and payment system and remove all paper from the process. This results 

in lower costs and faster processing, it might also give the supplier more insight in the supply 

chain.  

 

Another benefit is the off-balance sheet form of financing for the supplier. The sale of 

receivables, converting these into cash, could potentially improve the credit standing. Reverse 

Factoring could improve accounting ratios like the Gearing Ratio and Return on Capital 

Employed (ROCE). It can furthermore avoid breaking any agreements it has made with the 

banks in respect of the total amount it may borrow. This structure may enable the supplier to 

access more funding than would be possible on a standalone basis (Alferink, 2010).   

Buyer’s benefits 

If the Reverse Factoring agreement specifies that the benefit from the buyer will be in a reduced 

price or a fee, the buyer will get his financial benefit from a lower unit cost hence a higher 

margin. That purchase price reduction could be a good incentive for the buyer is argued by 

Alferink (2010). He uses a model which incorporates the interest savings on inventory value and 

the increase in available cash after sales. The model looks at the trade-off between price decrease 

and term extension for additional purchases. Another direct monetized advantage for the buyer is 

a longer payment period, which directly leads to higher Working Capital efficiency. Due to the 

extended payment period, the cash conversion cycle (CCC) decreases and thereby the liquidity of 

the assets increases. 

 

More indirect or ‘soft benefits’ are also argued for. Better collaboration, partnership and 

harmonising ways of doing business with suppliers. Also reduced transactional costs due to 
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increased efficiency at both ends could be beneficial (Crowe, 2009). The buyer does not 

necessarily need to take one of the financial benefits discussed above; they might only provide 

the factoring opportunity to their suppliers in order to create a better relationship. Due to the 

program the supplier could become more reliable and provide a better service level. According to 

Seifert and Seifert (2009) 57% of the buyer respondents confirmed the ‘soft benefit’ of reducing 

transaction costs, or standardization of payment terms which would lead to reduced transaction 

costs (see Figure 3). Another indirect benefit would be a strengthened relationship between the 

buyer and the supplier, which is confirmed by 52% of the respondents in their investigation. So 

the better collaboration, partnership and harmonising ways of doing business with suppliers 

could be a main incentive for a buyer to sign the SCF contract.  

 

Figure 3: Per cent of respondents using SCF solutions (Seifert & Seifert, 2009) 

A concrete example of strengthening its relationship with its suppliers by signing a Reverse 

Factoring agreement is given by Fincantieri
2
. Fincantieri signed this agreement for initially three 

years, with Bank Paribas member BNL Group and the latter’s factoring specialist Ifitalia 

(International Factors Italia), to allow suppliers to the Italian shipbuilding giant to unfreeze credit 

and to draw on liquidity. The agreement, covering more than 5,000 companies with combined 

annual purchasing turnover in excess of 2 billion Euros, allows Ifitalia to take on the credit of 

those companies supplying products and services to Fincantieri, and to advance payment. 

Fincantieri chief executive Giuseppe Bono said: “Fincantieri is continuing its commitment to 

suppliers and recognizes their importance as, together, we make up the company’s system. This 

agreement with BNL sets out to further strengthen our relationship with our supply chain by 

providing new instruments, also of a financial nature, which can support firms at a difficult 

moment for the economy.” 

Bank’s benefits 

With respect to the financial service provider there are financial gains in a way that it supplies 

more loans than it would otherwise. These loans are against lower risk, compared to lending the 

                                                 

 
2
 http://www.shipmanagementinternational.com/2010/03/fincantieris-reverse-factoring-deal-strengthens-

supplier-relationships/ 
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supplier directly the money. This structure serves the bank to have access to the SME market 

with only limited risk. This last benefit is at the same time a possible concern for the bank, 

because loans at lower risk have also lower expected gains. Since the bank has access to a new 

market in which it would otherwise not lend, the bank is able to increase its market share by 

Reverse Factoring, but since it gains new contacts in the SME market the bank will also be able 

to expand its existing business in these markets. One remark has to be made: the bank could 

already have these involved firms as separate clients. In that case this SCF agreement could 

cannibalize its own former loans outstanding. This will be discussed in more detail in the next 

part of this paragraph. Besides the direct financial aspect of gains for the bank, another 

advantage can be obtained. The bank will have stronger, collaborative customer relationships. In 

case the buyer and supplier will grow and do well, the bank will benefit also in the future. 

Supplier’s concerns 

Besides only benefits, by participating in the program the supplier also takes on some additional 

risk and costs. First of all, a supplier might lack the required knowledge about Working Capital 

Management. A Reverse Factoring agreement that was profitable at the beginning might get out 

of the money due to changing market conditions as interest rate and changing firm conditions as 

creditworthiness. When a firm does not know whether to convert Accounts Receivable into cash 

or not, participating in a RF program will harm the firm instead of making in stronger. If we 

make the assumption that a firm would always convert the Accounts Receivable into cash as 

early as possible, the concern below about the contract’s duration could play a role in increasing 

the company’s risk. Although normally Reverse Factoring would provide the firm financial 

flexibility, a lack of understanding might even reduce the flexibility.  

 

A second concern for the supplier could be the duration of the program. When a supplier factors 

its receivables and one of the other parties, the bank or the buyer, decides to end the program, the 

supplier could end up in a period in which it will not receive money from the buyer but it still 

needs to finance its on-going business. Therefore the certainty from the bank and the buyer about 

the duration of the program, or at least the minimal duration, is required. Otherwise the supplier 

has to borrow cash at high costs when the program ends all of a sudden. 

 

Other possible concerns for the supplier could be other costs. Regulatory costs e.g. stamp duty 

and/or withholding taxes where applicable. The risk premium for the credit risk, the operational 

fees (such as a potential discount offered to the buyer) and increased management time involved 

in the SCF setting (Cronie, 2008). Regulatory costs might focus at legal and accounting issues. 

This is in line with the first concern above. When a SCF program is set up, most companies seek 

professional advice. They should be reviewed in line with IFRS (International Financial 

Reporting Standards) and US GAAP (US General Accepted Accounting Principles) requirements 

to avoid possible negative accounting issues.  
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Buyer’s concerns 

To make up for the second concern of the supplier, the buyer may has to agree to participate a 

certain duration in the program. As explained, this is necessary for the supplier, so that it will not 

face the risk of an unexpected ending of the program, which could result in liquidity problems 

for the supplier. The buyer needs to bind himself to a certain bank for a certain period while in 

the meantime better opportunities might arrive. 

 

Demica’s report (2007) asked corporations about current buyer and supplier attitudes towards 

setting up a SCF program. For buyers the biggest hurdle was thought to be ‘the perceived need to 

change internal processes’ followed by the implementation costs and getting the supplier on 

board.  

 

Alferink (2010) argues that it is important to rank and prioritize the suppliers in order for a RF 

agreement. There are some goals to distinguish what a buyer prefers and requires from a 

supplier. One motivates a ranking based on combination of strategic importance, insolvency risk 

and the impact of Working Capital on demand responsiveness. Another goal justifies prioritizing 

based on geography and payment methodology. The last goal justifies a ranking based on 

potential for term extensions and price decreases. In practice buyers seem to face difficulties to 

convince their priority suppliers to participate in SCF programs. Therefore, a right value 

proposition is essential to convince the suppliers (Alferink, 2010). 

Bank’s concerns 

Drawbacks for the bank are that Reverse Factoring might cannibalize their existing business. 

Firms that originally borrow money at high interest rate from the bank will jump to RF. 

Dependent on the margin on both of these loans and the underlying risk, this might be beneficial 

or not. Another concern is the investment that is needed in the technological platform. This 

investment might be too large with respect to the income that RF will generate. 

 

Furthermore, the buyer-related risk is a major concern for the bank. Buyer-related risk concerns 

like how to enforce buyer obligations to pay irrevocably the payments processed and that the 

bank wants to be seen as a creditor of the buyer. Another difficult to solve concern is the fact that 

in an event of fraud and in certain jurisdictions, there is a claw-back risk for the bank. An 

example of this claw-back risk is in case matured receivables, which are already paid by the 

buyer, may be reversed by a receiver in case of bankruptcy of the buyer. This could be the case 

during the ‘suspect and claw-back’ period in case of fraud (Cronie, 2008).  

 

1.4 Supply Chain Finance Models 

In this paragraph we discuss several different models. Some will be more complete, realistic or 

rigorous than others, but all of them are useful in understanding SCF and its benefits for the 
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actors. We used this gained knowledge in further parts of this report, where we extend one of the 

models and simulate RF benefits for the supplier.  

Model Reindorp (2010) 

A simple model presented during the lectures of the course Integrated Financial & Operations 

Management (2010). A seller offers trade credit to buyer: �� = ��	�
�. The seller finances this 

trade credit by bank financing at cost of 	� per year. The seller’s annual financing cost for trade 

credit therefore equals: 	� ∗ €��� !
"#$ ∗ �� 

 

If terms change from 	� and �� to 	% and �% the change in Net Working Capital can be calculated 

by: ∆'(� = €��� !
"#$ )		%�% − 	���*, if 	%�% + 	���	the seller has a gain and if �% , �� buyer 

gains as well. In words this means that with a lower new financing rate, while keeping the days 

receivables outstanding the same, the seller will decrease its NWC. When days payables 

outstanding at buyer’s side are increased, so �% , ��, the buyer gains of the SCF anyhow and 

the supplier only when the new financing rate is low enough to make up for the extended 

financing time. 

Model Pfohl and Gomm (2009) 

SCF is a rather new product and not many researchers have tried to quantify the benefits yet. 

Pfohl and Gomm (2009) are one of the first who tried to quantify the benefits of SCF based on 

the principle of information asymmetries. In Figure 4 below the situation and actors: Firm N, 

supply chain partner G and financial institution K are shown. Since company G is involved in the 

project P it has access to much more valuable information, G can make a better assessment of the 

risk involved and thus make a better estimation of the success of project P with probability p 

than K could. In the following figure, an overview of the situation is provided. In the standard 

financing situation company N funds P by borrowing directly from K, which returns 	- − �.. In 

the second SCF situation company N funds P by borrowing indirectly via G. Return to N is 

	- − �, where �. , 	/ , �/.  

 

Figure 4: Standard Financing versus Supply Chain Financing (Pfohl & Gomm, 2009) 
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A few important conditions in the model are:  

• Company G has not free own financial resources and need to borrow from capital 

provider K to finance the project  

• Company G is a more creditworthy company than company N and can thus attract capital 

from K at a lower cost of capital 

G knows that P has success probability of 0 + 1 2 1 and G requires return p	/ . N can reduce 	/ 

by increasing p, which could be very costly. For N, the optimal value of p lies where the 

marginal cost of information transfer to G equals marginal gain from reduction of 	/ . The SCF 

arrangement reduces the information asymmetries and thus provides financial advantages to all 

actors. In this program G knows that P has success probability p = 1.  

Model Alferink (2010) 

Alferink (2010) set up a scientific SCF model for the situation of payment extension. It models 

the annual benefit based on the cost of capital rate difference. The following variables have been 

used, and in Figure 5 the initial versus RF arrangement have been shown graphically.  

 

Figure 5: initial and Reverse Factoring arrangements (Alferink, 2010) 

Parameters: 

w
i
  WACC    percentage 

re  Euribor rate    percentage 

rf  Bank margin    percentage 

tj  Payment term    days 

t
b
  Invoice confirmation time  days 

tf  RF invoice processing time  days 
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Vj  Annual purchase volume  Euros 

567 net savings    Euros 

 

With �	 ∈ 9�, �, ;<, respectively for supplier, buyer and financial institution and = ∈ 9>, ?<, 
respectively for initial and RF term extension situations. The models in quantifying the financial 

benefits for supplier and buyer are, respectively: 

5@! =
AB
"#$ C(

!)�D − �E − �F* − )	 + 	F*)�@ − �E − �F*G  

5@E = 	HD(
E)�@ − �D*
365  

These models describe a single term extension for a single supplier. The first model describes the 

savings for the supplier. In words the savings are calculated by the WACC of the supplier 

multiplied by the initial time for funding minus the new rate of funding under the SCF 

arrangement times the newly determined payment term (extended compared to initial term 

�@ ≥ �D). Although the variables are more specified in this model, the basics are quite 

comparable to the simple model showed before and next model from Van Laere (2012). The 

second formula quantifies the savings for the buyer. These, again, are very straightforward. The 

difference in old and new payment term is multiplied by the cost of funding of the buyer. In both 

models the term 
AB
"#$ is included to multiply the normalized savings by the amount of annual 

spending.  

 

Another practical relevant formula Alferink derives is the maximum extension within the 

feasible region. In this situation it is referred to the break even term extension for the supplier,  

5@! = 0 at this maximum extension.  

max{�@} =
(!(�D − �E − �F)

(	 + 	F) + �E + �F 

Model Van Laere (2012)  

Van Laere (2012) uses a rather similar approach, but starting from assuming perfect market 

conditions to relaxing those assumptions and allowing for asymmetric information. For 

simplicity, the invoice amount is being normalized to one and benefits are calculated on a pre-tax 

basis. Another distinction with Alferink’s model is losing the term (�E + �F) and start 

discounting at � = 0, by the mean of auto discounting, meaning the invoice is sold to the bank at 

time � = 0 automatically.  

 

Because the market actually is imperfect, this report includes only the derivation in this 

imperfect market area. The financing rate of a firm is composed of the risk-free rate plus a risk 

premium. Due to the existence of information asymmetry a factor representing the deadweight 

cost of capital is added in calculating the firm’s financing rate. This deadweight cost of capital is 

caused by difference in information between the market and a bank. Since a bank invests in its 

relationship with the buyer and the supplier, it has more information than the market and 
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therefore could charge a lower interest rate. In the model, however, it is assumed that the bank 

charges the same rate as the market, but the difference between the market and the bank is 

deadweight cost of capital for the supplier and profit for the bank. This is indicated by epsilonP7, 
with � = {�, �}, respectively buyer and supplier. The financing cost of the buyer and the supplier 

respectively become: 	E = 	F + QE + PE  and 	! = 	F + Q! + P!. Where beta is the risk premium 

and 	F represents the risk-free rate. The benefit is represented by R7, again with � = {�, �}.  
 

Also different is the fact that defaults are taken into account. At maturity, the buyer, if not 

defaulted, pays its outstanding account payables. Since the buyer can default within the payment 

period, the payoff at maturity is stochastic. A different terminology in payment term without and 

with RF in years respectively is given by �STF, �TF. The SCF premium asked by the bank to the 

supplier is b. Without bothering about the derivation of the formulas, the normalized benefits are 

represented accordingly. 

R! = U	F + QE + PE + P!V�STF − (	F + QE + PE + �)�TF 

This formula requires a constraint for the supplier to participate in the SCF arrangement and 

make some benefit; therefore, this following constraint must hold. 

�TF
�STF

≤ U	F + QE + PE + P!V
(	F + QE + PE + �)  

The buyer gains some benefit if the constraint �TF ≥ �STFis met. The benefit can be calculated by 

RE = U	F + QEV(�TF − �STF) 
 

1.5 Research design 

Based on the literature review and discussions and suggestions with my supervisors of both 

universities, the focus of this report will mostly be of theoretical nature with some relevant 

implications.  

 

No study has conducted any research to benefits of RF under different demand patterns than just 

constant or normalized demand sizes. Many companies face demand fluctuations, often seasonal, 

without actually knowing how this might influence their RF contract. The main purpose of this 

thesis is to study the impact of seasonal demand to the direct financial benefits of the supplier. 

The research question has been defined and subdivided in a few questions subsequently: 

 

What is the impact on the supplier’s direct financial benefits of RF when the supplier faces 

seasonal demand instead of constant demand? 

o Identify the impact in terms of losses or gains relative to no seasonality in demand 

o Study Reverse Factoring contracts which automatically discount the invoices (closed 

model) and non-automatically discount the invoices (open model)  

o Investigate the impact of different degrees of seasonality 
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o Determine to which factors the seasonal findings are most sensitive 

o What managerial implications can be derived from the findings proposed in previous 

points 

It should be noted that the first four points are of theoretical and rigorous nature. In the next three 

chapters we design a base case multi-period model and analyse its factors and assumptions by 

simulation. The last point contributes to the more relevant approach. We discuss the findings and 

determine its implications for the supplier and possibly other stakeholders. 

 

In Paragraph 1.3 we discussed factors that impact the value of RF to the contract stakeholders. 

The previous paragraph showed some existing RF models, which ignore most of these 

determined (qualitative) factors. The research project at ING aimed to incorporate more 

qualitative factors into a quantitative model, such that the value of RF to the respective buyer or 

supplier would represent its business case more precisely than just based on rate arbitrage and 

payment terms. This qualification of factors is based on theory and interviews, while the model 

is kept confidential; the factors determined to be most important are briefly discussed in 

Appendix 3.  

  

The remainder of this thesis will be organised as follows: in Chapter 2 we develop the multi-

period model which takes into account possible different demand size patterns. Chapter 3 will 

discuss the simulation characteristics and a first analysis of the base case simulation results. 

Next, Chapter 4 will perform extensive sensitivity analyses. Base case parameter values are 

investigated and conclusions are drawn about how specific variable values impact the benefits of 

RF under different demand distributions. Also the relevance of these findings is discussed 

together with the implications for the stakeholders. In the final Chapter 5 the thesis wraps up 

with an outline of the most important conclusions and implications. Based on our results and 

research limitations some recommendations for further research will be proposed. 
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2. Model Formulation 

In this chapter the stochastic model to value Reverse Factoring is explained and analytically 

extended into a multi-period setting. In the first Paragraph 2.1 we describe the existing model 

extensively in order to understand the single-period model thorough, before extending it to multi-

period. In the second paragraph we state some additional assumptions and make existing 

assumptions explicit. Accordingly, we investigate what happens to the single-period model when 

extended to several periods. We obtained three different cases a supplier could face every single 

period about the arrival of its Accounts Receivable. The different situations which can occur are 

explained and analytically described for several periods.  

 

2.1 Stochastic RF model  

We used the description and base model stated in the working paper from Cetinay, Tanrisever & 

Reindorp (2012). They provide an analytical treatment in the problem of modelling SCF. This 

model shows that RF mitigates the information asymmetry between the supplier and the bank, 

reducing the financing cost and increasing the total value of the supply chain. Analyses in a 

Make-To-Order (MTO) environment have showed the influence to the value of Reverse 

Factoring by the spread in external financing costs, operating characteristics and risk free interest 

rate. This model improves the discussed RF-models from Chapter 1.4. Although this model still 

looks at a single-period horizon, the demand arrival and demand size are stochastically 

determined. We used this particular model because no other model seems to come close to the 

investigation of influence on the benefits of RF facing seasonal demand. This is the only model 

using stochastic demand size and arrival times, though for a single-period. 

 

Before we extend their single-period model into a multi-period model, first the characteristics 

and parameters will be introduced and described. This is done for the single-period model using 

deterministic demand size, so that the easiest possible situation could be explained and 

understood before we make the case step by step more complex in the subsequent parts allowing 

the demand size to be stochastic and focusing at a multi-period horizon. 

Single-period model Cetinay et al. (2012) 

The supplier is confronted with stochastic demand arrivals from a corporate buyer and operates a 

Make-To-Order (MTO) fashion. We assume that demand is realized at a single time-point and 

production at supplier is instantaneous. The supplier faces a certain level of liabilities η, such as 

rents and rates, and are due at end of the planning horizon t = i =1. The arrival time of the 

demand is denoted by a random variable χ that is uniformly distributed over [0,i]. Demand size ξ 

is constant and with value equal to µ in the deterministic case. Later we explain the situation for 

which demand size ξ is stochastic with expectation µ. In case a demand order arrives, the 

supplier purchases raw material at costs c and sells this product at price p. A demand arrival 

instantaneously reduces the cash reserves of the supplier by total raw material costs cξ and 
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increases the accounts receivable (AR) by pξ. However, there is a nominal payment delay from 

the buyer to the supplier, ls years.   

 

In case the supplier cannot finance their liabilities as they come due, external finance providers 

are used. It is assumed however, that due to direct and indirect bankruptcy costs and information 

asymmetry the external financing rate of the supplier, rs, is equal to the risk-free rate, rf, plus a 

premium βs to compensate for these deadweight costs, under the risk neutral measure. By the 

same argument the buyer would be funded βb above the risk free rate, which add up to rb. 

Assumed is that rs > rb > rf.  

 

At this moment for which we still assume deterministic demand size µ , the model assumes that 

the supplier only needs to borrow if the AR are not received before the liabilities are due at the 

end of the period. Later we discuss the situation for which we assumed stochastic demand size 

and the supplier could need a loan in other situations as well. Working with one period of 

demand, this planning horizon is showed in Figure 6, cash inflows and outflows to the supplier 

take place in the following order. 

• At t = 0 the supplier starts operations with y0 amount of initial cash reserves 

• At t = χ the supplier receives the order from the buyer and simultaneously places an order 

with its downstream supplier for raw materials which are received instantaneously. This 

reduces the cash reserves by �W and cash becomes (y0�TXY − �W).  

• At t = i = 1 the short term liabilities η are due, which could result in two possible 

scenarios; 

� If χ + ls ≤ 1 then the AR are received before short-term liabilities are due, 

cash reserves at the end of period are 
� = 
Z�TX − �W�TX(�[Y) +
1W�TX(�[Y[�\). 

� If χ + ls > 1 then the AR are received after the short-term liabilities are 

due. The cash reserves at the end of period are 
� = 
Z�TX − �W�TX(�[Y) 

which is insufficient to pay for η. External funds in the amount of 

] = ^ + �W�TX(�[Y) − 
Z�TX� are received at cost of rs. These external 

funds are to be paid at time χ + ls. Due to bankruptcy risk involved in the 

debt, the uncertain loan repayment is denoted by �_.  

• At t =2 the period ends and the supplier closes its accounts.  

All this about the deterministic demand model description and notations are summarized in 

Figure 6 and the parameter list below. We used most of these parameters in the remainder of this 

thesis.  
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Figure 6: the MTO model description with external financing (Cetinay, Tanrisever, & Reindorp, 2012) 

 Parameters 

�6 Where = ∈ {�, 	;<, �! represents the nominal payment delay from the buyer to the 

supplier and �TF represents the payment period of the buyer under Reverse 

Factoring arrangement with �TF L �!  
W  Demand size, deterministic equal to ` and in case of stochastic demand with 

expectation ` 

a  Arrival time of demand, uniformly distributed. In case of one demand U[0,1] and 

for multiple demand arrivals, one for every period, with a ~ U[i, i+1] 

�  Period 

1  Price of final product unit to be sold 

�  Cost of raw material unit to be purchased 

	F  Risk-free rate 

	6  Financing rate of actor =, where = ∈ 9�, �, 	;< for the supplier, buyer and Reverse 

Factoring rate respectively 

Q6  Risk premium for actor =, where = ∈ 9�, �< for the supplier and buyer respectively 

b Supply Chain Finance premium, or financier fee, charged by the bank to the 

supplier 

bZ  Cash reserves at � � 0 

^  Pre-existing current liabilities, due at � � � 
]). *  Supplier’s borrowing amount, for ])`* � ^ � �` � 
Z 

�U� � �6V Supplier’s expected duration of borrowing �U� � �6V � cda	 � 	�	– 	�fgfor �!, �TF 

 

In a Reverse Factoring (RF) arrangement, the supplier may sell its approved invoices (or AR) to 

the bank and receive a loan maturing at the nominal payment time of the buyer, which from the 

bank’s perspective is assured by the creditworthiness of the buyer. This will give the supplier a 
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funding advantage, as the rate of funding based on creditworthiness of the buyer will be cheaper 

than based on their own creditworthiness. The bank may charge an additional premium for 

providing the RF service, called b. The RF loan is secured by the buyer and together with the 

financier fee this will result in the RF rate rrf = rb + b.  

 

The benefits for the supplier can be calculated in Present Value (PV) terms according the 

following formula.  

Q!�)� � �!*])`* � )QE � �*�U� � �TFV])`* � 1`	F)�TF � �!* 
Where, �)� � �* � ch[∆��9Yj7[�<], i.e. cda	 � 	�	– 	�fgfor �!, �TF, and ])`* � ^ � �` � 
Z 

 

To understand this formula, we divide it into three parts. The first part Q!�)� � �!*])`* is the 

expected external financing cost of the supplier without Reverse Factoring. The second part 

)QE � �*�U� � �TFV])`* represents the expected external financing cost with Reverse Factoring. 

The last part 1`	F)�TF � �!* is the opportunity cost of Reverse Factoring. Therefore, the supplier 

has a participation constraint in which the first two parts (one minus two) must be at least equal 

or bigger than the opportunity costs, the third part. Otherwise, it will not be worth it for the 

supplier to participate in a RF arrangement. 

Introduce stochastic demand size 

Now we allow the MTO policy to have a stochastic demand size and timing hence the supplier 

benefits formula will change. The situation in which the supplier may seek financing upon 

demand realization is one of the reasons. Another one is that further borrowing might also be 

needed at the end of the period, in order to make repayment of the short-term liabilities.  

 

The timing (a) of incoming demand for the supplier is crucial in this model. In the first situation 

a ≤ � � �TF the Accounts Receivable are received before the short-term liabilities are due at the 

end of the period. The only case for which the supplier has to borrow now is when demand raw 

material costs exceed existing cash reserve ))
Z�TXY � �W* < 0*. 
 

In the other situation for which a L � � �TF the Accounts Receivable are received after the short-

term liabilities are due. The supplier has to borrow in this situation anyway. It depends on the 

initial cash reserves and de demand size how much the supplier needs to borrow. These 

borrowing needs are visualized by Cetinay et al. (2012) in Figure 7. 
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l7 � a7 < l7g� � � �;	a L � � �TF 

a 

 �;	a ≤ � � �TF 

�;	
Z�TXY � �W < 0 , then 

the supplier borrows:  

(1) �W − 
Z�TXY  at 

� = a for �TF time 

periods 

�;	
Z�TXY − �W < 0 , then 

the supplier borrows:  

(1) �W − 
Z�TXY  at 

� = a for �TF time 

periods 

(2) ^ at � = a for ∆�TF 

time periods 

�;	
Z�TXY − �W > 0 , then 

the supplier borrows:  

(1) [^ + �W�TX(7[Y) −

Z�TX7]g  at � = � 
for ∆�TF time 

periods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Borrowing needs of the supplier under the stochastic MTO model (Cetinay, Tanrisever, & Reindorp, 2012) 

 

The formula in calculating benefits for the supplier becomes: 

Q!](�!) − (QE + �)]U�TFV − 1`	F(�TF − �!) 
Where, for � = �!	�		� = �TF, 

](�) = cm,Y n(^ + �W − 
Z)∆��opq
+ ^∆��orq

+ (�W − 
Z)��ost 

u�
� = {W, a ∶ 	W < 
ZU1 + 	FaV

� , ^U1 − 	F�V + �WU1 − 	FaV − 
Z > 0, a > � − �} 

u%
� = {W, a ∶ 	W > 
ZU1 + 	FaV

� , a > � − �} 

u" = {W, a ∶ 	W > 
ZU1 + 	FaV
� } 

](�) = cm,Y(. ) represents the financing requirement. If (W, a) ∈ u" the cash reserves are 

insufficient to procure all needed raw materials and the supplier borrows now to close the 

shortage when demand W arrives. u%
�  has the same restriction as u", but in addition to this, the 

supplier needs to borrow to finance payment of short-term liabilities at the end of the planning 

horizon. If )W, a* ∈ u�
�  holds, the supplier does not need to borrow to finance the purchase of raw 

materials, but only to finance the payment of short-term liabilities. These three possibilities of 

financing requirements are also shown in Figure 7. For the proof and derivations of these 

formulas we refer to the working paper of Cetinay et al. (2012). 
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2.2 Multi-period RF model 

This discussed single-period model with stochastic demand size will be the starting point and, 

therefore, representing the base model which we extend. This model has used a planning horizon 

of one period. To look at the impact of a seasonal pattern in demand size we will extend the 

model, having still one demand arrival per period but with a time-dependent size distribution. 

 

In this paragraph we determine a multi-period analytical derivation from the single-period 

model. Because there is more than one period in which the supplier faces a demand, the order of 

demand- and AR arrival can differ every period. Three different cases are determined and 

discussed analytically. In developing the multi-period model, some assumptions have to be 

made. Most of them are equal to the single-period model, but there are some adjusted or new 

assumptions we make explicit. These assumptions allow modelling Reverse Factoring without 

losing too much practical relevance of the model.  

Assumptions  

- Same currency trading 

The payments made are in the same currency, so no exchange-rate risk or other premiums 

have to be taken into account. 

 

- One supplier-buyer contract 

We investigate one supplier-buyer relation and the contract terms will remain constant.  

 

- No set-up cost/operation costs 

There are not set-up costs involved, neither are there transaction cost and operational 

costs. So maintaining and operating the RF program does not cost money. 

 

- No time dependent interest rates 

Interest rates are not time dependent and constant over the horizon. 

 

- Demand arrival instantaneous with supplier’s cash decrease and raw material arrival 

As for the discussed single-period models, at the moment the supplier receives an order, 

the cash decreases by the order amount times the raw material unit price and raw 

materials are received and shipped out instantaneously. 

 

- Payment periods �!, �TF < 1 

Both payment periods will be less than 1. This will make sure the AR will arrive in the 

following period at last.  
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 l%  aZ t = 3 t = 2 

 

 t = 1 

 
t = 0 a� 

 

aZ + � 
 

a� + �  

a% 

- Liabilities are constant and always due only after demand arrival 

As for the single-period models, every period there will be one single demand arrival. At 

the end of each period a fixed amount of liabilities ^ will be due. Over the horizon the 

fixed costs ^ will remain constant. 

 

- Over cash in this risk neutral situation, the risk free rate will be earned. The loan needs 

to pay interest rate which is higher than risk free rate: 	! , 	F 

When we use these assumptions we can extend the single-period model accordingly. We show a 

three period model in which we have at least two complete cycles of demand arrival and AR 

payments, like the following example in Figure 8. For every point in time something happens, 

i.e. demand arrival or payment and start of a new period at which liabilities come due, the state 

of cash balance or loan will be formulated in value terms at that moment in time.  

Figure 8: random example of a three period horizon with three demand arrivals a7  and two AR arrivals   

 

Demand arrival and size will again be uncertain and we only know that there will be one demand 

arrival every period. This could be before or after arrival of the AR of previous demand. As 

shown in the third period above, the third demand a% arrives before the AR of previous demand 

arrives at a� + �.  
 

For the arrival of AR three different cases could be distinguished. These cases will be visualized 

and discussed per situation later on. We will refer to these three situations as three different cases 

through the remainder of this report. 

 

Case 1:  

AR are received before liabilities are due: 

� + a7 + � + )� + 1* 
Case 2:  

AR are received after liabilities are due but before second demand arrives: 

)� � 1* < � � a7 � � < a7g� � )� � 1* 
Case 3:  

AR are received after liabilities are due and after second demand arrives: 

� � a7 � � > a7g� � )� � 1* 
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 l%  aZ � � 2 � � 1 � � 0 a� 

 

aZ + � 

l7 + a7 < l7g� − � � + a7 + � ≥ � + 1 

� + a7 + � ≥ a7g� + (� + 1) � + a7 + � < a7g� + (� + 1) 

Accounts Receivable payment 

before end of period i 
Accounts Receivable payment                               

after end of period i 

� + a7 + � < � + 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9: tree of the three different possible cases for Accounts Receivable to arrive 

Case 1 

For the first case the AR are received before liabilities are due: � + a7 + � < � + 1, which is 

displayed in this following Figure 10. 

 

 

 

 

 

• At � = aZ the first order arrives and raw material will be purchased, depending on its 

demand size and the amount of initial cash 
Zthe supplier will have a positive cash 

balance or needs a loan. His initial cash will increase by the risk free rate for a period of 

aZ. Either one of the cash or loan will be zero, because of the assumption that in case 

cash is available no loan will be taken out. You cannot have a loan at the same time you 

� + a7 

 
Case 3 Case 1 Case 2 

Accounts Receivable payment 

after arrival of next Demand 

Accounts Receivable payment 

before arrival of next Demand 

Figure 10: Example of Case 1, the AR arrive before the end of the period 
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 l%  aZ t = 2 t = 1 t = 0 

 

a� 

 

aZ + � 

have cash at hand, therefore the [. . ]g statement is used to represent this restriction in 

algebraic terms. 

bYx = [bZ�TXYx − �WZ]g and ]Yx = [�WZ − bZ�TXYx]g 

• At � = aZ + �	the AR will be received; cash will increase or the loan will be paid off 

(perhaps just partly) by the incoming amount of AR. First the cash/loan amounts will 

increase by respectively the risk free rate 	F or interest rate 	! for period between order 

arrival and AR payment. To know the value at the start of the period these amounts can 

be discounted to the start of the period using �[TX(Yxg�)	 for the positive cash and 

�[T\(Yxg�)	for the loan outstanding. 

bYxg� = d(bYx�TX�	– ]Yx�T\�	) + 1W�f
g

  

]Yxg� = dU]Yx�T\�	 − bYx�TX�	V– 1W�f
g

 

• At � = 1 the liabilities ^� will be paid. The cash balance decreases by ^� or the 

outstanding loan increases by ^�. Cash/loan amounts at � = 1 are calculated from 

cash/loan amounts from previous event on the timeline, which was at � = aZ + �.  

b� = d(bYxg��TX(�[Yxg�) − ]Yxg��T\(�[Yxg�)	) − ^�f
g

 

]� = d(]Yxg��T\(�[Yxg�)−bYxg��TX(�[Yxg�)	) + ^�f
g

 

At this moment it is not necessary to analyse the second period, because from this point in time 

again the same three situations could arise, only now starting from � = 1 instead of � = 0 and 

not having bZ as starting cash position but b� or an outstanding loan of ]�.	The other two possible 

situations will be discussed below.  

Case 2 

The second case example is given by 1 < aZ + � < 1 + a� and presented in the drawing of 

Figure 11. This statement is saying that AR are received after liabilities are due, but before the 

second demand arrives. 

• At � = aZ the first order arrives and raw material will be purchased, depending on its 

demand size and the amount of initial cash 
Z the supplier will have a positive cash 

balance or needs a loan. 

bYx = [bZ�TXYx − �WZ]g , ]Yx = [�WZ − bZ�TXYx]g 

• At � = 1 the liabilities ^� will be paid. The cash balance decreases by ^� or the 

outstanding loan increases by ^�. 

Figure 11: Example of Case 2, the AR arrive after the end of the first period and before next demand order  
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 l%  aZ t = 2 t = 1 t = 0 

 

a� 

  

aZ + � 

b� = d(bYx�TX(�[Yx)	−]Yx�T\(�[Yx)	)	 − ^�f
g

  

 ]� = d(]Yx�T\(�[Yx)	−bYx�TX(�[Yx)	)	 + ^�f
g

 

• At � = aZ + �	AR will be received; cash will increase or the loan will be paid off 

(perhaps just partly) by the incoming amount of AR. The cash/loan amounts will increase 

over time with  

bYxg� = d(b��TX(Yxg�[	�)	 − ]��T\(Yxg�[�)	) + 1WZf
g

  

]Yxg� = dU]��TX(Yxg�[�)	 − b��[TX(Yxg�[�)	V	– 1WZf
g

 

• At � = 1 + a� a new cycle starts, not using 
Z but the left-over cash balance after 

previous AR arrival.  

b�gYp = d(bYxg��TX(�gYp[Yx[�)	 − ]Yxg��T\(�gYp[Yx[�)	) − �W�f
g

  

]�gYp = d(]Yxg��T\(�gYp[Yx[�)	 − bYxg��TX(�gYp[Yx[�)	) + �W�f
g

 

 

The receivables of this second demand order can arrive before the second period liabilities are 

due (like Case 1) and afterwards (like Cases 2 and 3). In this latter case it matters again if the 

third demand order arrives before (like Case 2) or after (like Case 3) this AR payment arrival. In 

other words, these three discussed cases could be obtained again in the second and subsequent 

periods from this point forward.  

Case 3 

AR are received after liabilities are due and after second demand arrives: aZ + � > 1 + a� 

• At � = aZ the first order arrives and raw material will be purchased, depending on its 

demand size and the amount of initial cash 
Z the supplier will have a positive cash 

balance or needs a loan. 

bYx = [bZ�TXYx − �WZ]g , ]Yx = [�WZ − bZ�TXYx]g 

• At � = 1 the liabilities ^� will be paid. The cash balance decreases by ^� or the 

outstanding loan increases by ^�. 

b� = d(bYx�TX(�[Yx)	−]Yx�T\(�[Yx)	)	 − ^�f
g

 

]� = d(]Yx�T\(�[Yx)	−bYx�TX(�[Yx)	)	 + ^�f
g

 

• At � = 1 + a� a second demand order arrives, before the first demand payment (AR of 

first demand) has been received.  

Figure 12 Example of Case 3, the AR arrive after the end of the first period and after next demand order  
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b�gYp = d(b��TX(Yp) − ]��T\(Yp)) − �W�f
g

 , ]�gYp = d(]��T\(Yp) − b��TX(Yp)) + �W�f
g

 

• At � = aZ + �	AR of the first order will be received; cash will increase or the loan will be 

paid off (possibly just partly) by the incoming amount of AR. This must be before the 

start of the third period � = 2, because of the assumption that the payment period � < 1. 

bYxg� = d(
�gYp�TX(Yxg�[	�[Yp) − ]�gYp�T\(Yxg�[	�[Yp)) + 1WZf
g

 

			]Yxg� = d(]�gYp�T\(Yxg�[	�[Yp) − 
�gYp�TX(Yxg�[	�[Yp))– 1WZf
g

 

 

From this point in time two situations can be distinguished.  

- First, the situation in which the AR of the second demand are being paid before the start 

of the third period 1 + a� + � < 2. This situation will be referred to as Case 1. 

- Secondly, the case in which the receivables are paid after the start of the third period 

1 + a� + � > 2. In this case, again, the situation could arise that this payment arrival will 

be before or after a next demand arrival. If payment is before arrival of a respective third 

order, 2 < 1 + a� + � < 2 + a% discussed Case 2 will be applicable. In case payment 

will arrive after the third order has already arrived, so 1 + a� + � > 2 + a%, the 

abovementioned Case 3 will represent this situation.  

 

In this chapter we described the model from Cetinay et al. (2012) and used this as the base model 

to extend. We adjusted the model into a multi-period model with stochastic demand arrival 

times. Under the discussed assumptions and configurations, every subsequent period will realize 

one of the three different possible cases. Because demand arrival times are stochastic and the 

payment period is fixed, three different situations could arise from every newly arrived demand 

order. We extensively discussed every possible case analytically for at least two periods and, 

accordingly, concluded a recurrent pattern. Therefore, no more periods have been solved 

analytically. The same three cases will be possible after every demand arrival, depending on the 

stochastic timing of the demand arrival and the payment period.  

 

In Chapter 3 and 4 we solve the research questions by simulation. By using simulation we are 

able to investigate many different scenarios. We were able to include randomness through 

properly identified probability distributions. Accordingly, we studied the impact of the results, 

not only the averages but also the variances and reliability of the results.  
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3. Base Case model 

We applied simulation by VBA Microsoft Excel
3
 to illustrate the impact of variability in specific 

input parameters, executing several sensitivity analyses and, above all, to answer the research 

questions how seasonal demand affects the potential benefits of SCF. Many different programs 

allow simulation and scenario analysis, but because of being more experienced with Microsoft 

Excel already, this program performed our simulations. 

 

This chapter first adds some extra restrictions, assumptions and characteristics to the already 

derived base model in Chapter 2. Most of these elements are necessary to investigate the impact 

of different parameter settings. Some assumptions or restrictions are just to limit the focus of 

research. The second paragraph discusses the simulation results of the base case. This chapter 

explains how values can be interpreted and how reliability and confidence intervals of the 

dividend payments have been determined.  

 

3.1 Simulation characteristics 

The purpose of simulation is to study the differences in benefit under certain characteristics of a 

RF agreement or a standard bank loan. We investigated several different scenarios with the goal 

to see how different seasonal patterns in demand perform to no seasonal demand. Before the 

actual analysis can be performed we discuss additional assumptions and characteristics, which 

are necessary in order to perform analyses and simulations smoothly.  

 

The demand size data and demand arrival data for all the periods are generated in advance. By 

doing so we are able to calculate which of the three cases are applicable for each period and 

make the simulation run faster. Note that the supplier does not know the timing or size of the 

next demand in the future. In previous chapter we discussed the three possible cases. Note that at 

a random moment in time during a period the supplier could face 0 - 2 invoices outstanding. An 

extensive simulation example is discussed and explained in Appendix 2.  

 

- Cash at hand is limited to CL (Cash Limit) 

In case the cash exceeds CL at the end of the period after having paid the liability cost ^7 the 

difference in cash and CL will be saved and put away as dividends saved from period i: Divi. 

This will be saved in an account without earning any interest over it and being paid out in total at 

the end of the year as extra dividend to the shareholders. This assumption will allow us to study 

the impact of seasonality without the possibility that the system will build up too much cash in 

the long run. We investigated several cases where the supplier can save dividends in a savings 

account during the year while receiving the risk-free rate instead of nothing. Results between 

                                                 

 
3
 VBA code available upon request 
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different financing methods never change. Though, the interest earned under demand without 

seasonality is slightly, but insignificantly, higher than the interest on dividend payments for both 

seasonal demand patterns. 

 

We integrated this Cash Limit restriction to cash Y in the multi-period RF models discussed in 

the previous chapter. We showed the extension of the model for Case 1 at the end of the first 

period. At � = 1 the liabilities ^� will be paid. Now the cash balance will decrease by ^� or the 

outstanding loan will increase by ^�. In case after liability payment there is a loan outstanding, 

nothing changes and the model remains equal: 

]� = d(]Yxg��T\(�[Yxg�)−bYxg��TX(�[Yxg�)	) + ^�f
g

 

If there is enough cash to fund the liability costs then b� is positive and the model changes to: 

If b� ≤ �] then the model remains: 

b� = d(bYxg��TX(�[Yxg�) − ]Yxg��T\(�[Yxg�)	) − ^�f
g

  

If b� > �] then: 

b� = �] and ���� = d(bYxg��TX(�[Yxg�) − ]Yxg��T\(�[Yxg�)) − ^�f
g − �] 

In this latter case the cash reserve decreases to the Cash Limit. The savings for the end of year 

dividend payment increase by the difference of cash after liability payment and the Cash Limit. 

 

- Only if no cash is available a loan (external financing) will be taken out and vice versa; 

if there is a loan outstanding cash reserves (b7) must equal zero 

In the simulation a plus amount refers to having cash at hand and a negative amount refers to the 

fact that you have this amount borrowed. Hence, it is impossible to have both a loan and cash at 

hand at the same time.  

 

- The invoices are confirmed directly 

At the moment of delivery of the goods by the supplier to the buyer, the invoice is approved 

instantaneously. This approval is crucial in the process of Reverse Factoring as discussed in 

Chapter 1. In practice it might happen that deliveries are not conforming the contractual 

specifications or that the delivered goods have been damaged. During the simulation we assume 

no defaults of deliveries and every invoice is positively confirmed instantaneously at arrival. 

 

- There are three different financing methods we investigate 

“No RF” does not make use of RF and the supplier needs to borrow at his own terms and 

interest rate rs. This is the standard way of borrowing at a bank.  

“Auto RF” refers to the situation that the supplier has a contract with the bank that it 

automatically discounts every confirmed invoice directly. The supplier has no option to cancel 
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this, so even in case the supplier has much cash at hand, the outstanding invoice is discounted 

instantaneously and the premium b over the invoice amount is paid to the bank. 

“Non-auto RF” refers to the opposite of auto RF. Now the supplier is able to ‘choose’ if it 

discounts its invoice early or it might wait and even let expire this possibility. The configuration 

has been set such that when the supplier has the possibility to discount but still has positive 

amount of cash at hand it does not discount early (yet). When cash goes negative and the supplier 

has outstanding invoice(s), the supplier will discount these invoices in chronological order until 

cash becomes positive or until there are no outstanding invoices to discount anymore. 

 

- One simulation run exists of generated data for 240 periods (i= 240) 

These 240 periods correspond to 20 real years. Data is simulated per period and one period 

represents one month. Hence, we obtain twenty possible year-end dividend payments, which are 

saved monthly if cash exceeds the CL.  

 

- There are three different demand size patterns we study and simulate  

All three have the same demand size expectation over twelve periods (one year) of µ  = 1,200 

thousand units. Every period the stochastic demand size follows a uniform distribution which is 

independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). The three patterns differ in demand size variance 

and make use of different uniform distributions at every single period within the year, as 

explained and showed below.  

• First pattern “No Seasonality” is stochastic uniformly distributed demand size with an 

i.i.d. U(50,150) distribution for every single period. The demand size distribution graph 

for one year is plotted in Figure 13.  

 
Figure 13: Demand size pattern No Seasonality for one year, Uniform(50,150) distribution for every period i 

• The first seasonal pattern “Weak Seasonality” is showed in Figure 14. This pattern is 

different to the first pattern in a way that it expects higher demand in the middle of the 

year and lower at the beginning and end. Within every period the demand is uniform 
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distributed. The values of maximum and minimum together with averages are showed in 

Appendix 1.  

 
Figure 14: Demand size pattern Weak Seasonality for one year, at every period i demand size is chosen from a 

varying uniform distribution 

• The second seasonal pattern “Strong Seasonality” is showed in Figure 15. This pattern is 

different to the first and second pattern in a way that it expects very high demand in the 

middle of the year and very low towards the beginning and end. Compared to the Weak 

Seasonality pattern this has a much higher peak and lower tails at beginning and end of 

the year. Again within every period the demand is uniform distributed and the values of 

maximum and minimum together with averages are showed in Appendix 1. 

 

 
Figure 15: Demand size pattern Strong Seasonality for one year, at every period i demand size is chosen from a 

varying uniform distribution 

The expected values of the different demand size patterns for every period during a year have 

been visualized in the graph of Figure 16. In this graph it is clear what the differences are 

between the three demand patterns. These obvious differences are necessary to study the impact 
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of seasonality in the demand on the dividend gains the three different settings (no RF, auto RF 

and non-auto RF) bring under specific configurations. 

 
Figure 16: different demand size expectations of the three different demand patterns 

- Generated demand data is used for the three different financing settings equally 

For all three settings the same demand size and demand arrival times are used when we simulate 

one simulation run. In practical terms this means that the i.i.d. demand sizes and demand arrival 

times are generated for 240 periods in advance and copied to all three different financing 

settings. Hence, the output of one simulation run for the three different financing settings are 

highly correlated due to the same demand arrival and size data used. This makes it easily able to 

investigate and calculate the mutual relationships, which we discuss in next paragraph.  

 

- The averages of the year-end dividend payments and standard deviations indicate the 

performance of the respective three different financing methods  

The average year-end dividend payment indicates how much the corresponding method of 

financing yearly exceeds the CL. This will serve as the performance measure of this financing 

method for the given parameter configuration. The average dividend payment is calculated over 

the twenty simulated years, which results in twenty dividend payments. The average is taken 

over these twenty payments and saved as one average dividend payment for that simulation run 

and that specific financing method (i.e. no RF, auto RF or non-auto RF). The standard deviation 

is calculated and saved equally for the twenty dividend payments for every simulation run.  

Parameter values 

For the numerical simulation analysis we consider a base case with the parameter settings 

showed in Table 1. These values have been chosen in such a way that they represent realistic 

values (like the monthly rates) and the relative proportions are according restrictions and logic. 

The selling and purchasing price are chosen in such a way that on average the supplier makes 
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more profit (€1,400 thousand) than it needs to pay to fixed liability costs at the end of the period 

(€1,100 thousand). The Cash Limit (CL) prevents the cash reserves to become too high. The 

assumption that the supplier’s financing rate is higher than the buyer’s financing rate is met, so rs 

> rb > rf. This is due to the difference in risk premiums βs and βb. In case of the RF agreement a 

supplier can borrow at rrf instead of rs, this is a slightly higher financing rate than the buyer 

would pay, because of the added finance premium b asked by the bank. Furthermore, the 

payment periods for both no RF financing and RF financing are equal for the base case and �!, �TF 

< 1. This means that in the base case there is no payment term extension applied for the RF 

agreement.  

Table 1: parameter settings stochastic base case 

Variable description Parameter Value 

Selling price (per unit) p €24 

Purchasing price (per unit) c €10 

Monthly Risk premium for Supplier βs 0,0125 

Monthly Risk premium for Buyer βb 
 

0,0005 

Monthly supply chain finance premium, or financier fee b 0,0025 

Monthly Risk-free rate rf 0,002 

Monthly external financing rate of the supplier (rf + βs) rs 0,0145 

Monthly external financing rate of the buyer (rf + βb) rb 0,0025 

Monthly external financing rate of the supplier with a 

Reverse Factoring agreement (rf + βb + b) 

rrf 0,005 

Payment period buyer without RF agreement (in months) ls 0,5 

Payment period buyer with RF agreement (in months) lrf 0,5 

Pre-existing current liabilities for every period fixed η €1,100k 

Cash at hand at t = 0 Y0 €1,400k 

Cash Limit to pay out extra dividend CL €1,400k 

 

We extensively described one example simulation in Appendix 2. This example shows twelve 

simulation periods for all three different financing methods. We explain the logic behind the 

simulation and how the values are derived and calculated from past values.  

 

3.2 Results Base Case 

In this paragraph we study the base case dividend values. First we calculate the dividend values 

for the deterministic base case without uncertainty and with deterministic demand. In the next 

part the stochastic base case is extensively explained. In the remainder of this report we refer to 

the stochastic base case as being the base case.  
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Deterministic base case  

Deterministic demand ensures no variability in the demand both within and over different years. 

Without any uncertainty or information asymmetry there are no interest rate differences to be 

taken into account. In the deterministic system no randomness is involved in the determination of 

the demand sizes. This ensured the fact that the deterministic case will always produce the same 

output from a given starting condition. Parameter values for the materials, liability costs and cash 

limit remain the same. The yearly demand equals 1,200 thousand or 100 thousand units a month. 

Note that these demand amounts are the same as the expected average amounts under stochastic 

demand. The supplier makes a certain profit of p – c per unit, which equals 24-10 = €14 per unit. 

For the given monthly demand the gross profit equals €1,400 thousand a month. After the 

liability payment of €1,100k the profit decreases to €300 thousand a month, or €3.6 million a 

year.   

Results stochastic base case 

Under stochastic demand together with uncertainty and information asymmetry, we simulated 

the base case parameter values as showed in Table 1. We show in Table 2 the simulated mean 

yearly dividend payment for this more realistic stochastic environment. We explained in 

previous paragraphs the different demand patterns and interest rates, which both account for the 

differences in dividend payments relative to the method without RF, as showed in the first 

column of Table 2.  

Table 2: mean dividend payment of No RF method and the gains (+ and green) or losses (- and red) for both RF 

financing methods relative to No RF method. All values are given in thousands.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In Table 3 the difference in values of the stochastic base case from Table 2 are expressed in basis 

points. One basis point is one hundredth of a percentage point. Both RF methods are compared to 

the result without RF, like Table 2 shows in mean values.  

Table 3: the relative difference in yearly average dividend payments between the output without RF relative to auto 

RF and non-auto RF. Values are given in Basis Points (bp). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 No RF Auto RF Non-auto RF 

No Seasonality €3,572.0 €-16.6 (±2.92) €+7.1 (±2.93) 

Weak  Seasonality €3,606.4 €-4.4 (±2.17) €+6.5 (±2.17) 

Strong  Seasonality €3,445.9 €+10.0 (±2.86) €+14.8 (±2.87) 

 Auto RF Non-auto RF 

No Seasonality -46 bp 20 bp 

Weak  Seasonality -15 bp 18 bp 

Strong  Seasonality 28 bp 41 bp 
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Table 2 and Table 3 show that within every demand pattern, for all three demand patterns, the 

financing method non-auto RF performs best; having the highest average yearly dividend 

payment. For demand with no or weak seasonality auto RF financing performs worst, less 

dividends are paid to the shareholder than the case in which the supplier would not have a RF 

contract. This is due to the costs incurred by the obligation under auto RF to early discount each 

invoice every period. When there is strong seasonal demand also auto RF is beneficial to no RF. 

We studied the sample paths for the simulated years and observed why this suddenly is 

concluded. Around the peak demand benefits of directly discounting of the big invoices are high. 

These benefits are higher than the unnecessary costs made by auto RF during the off-season for 

very small invoice amounts. These benefits seem to outweigh the incurred costs and, hence, 

make auto RF beneficial to No RF when seasonality is very strong.  

 

We calculated two different types of confidence intervals (CI). The first confidence interval is to 

indicate significant difference in mean dividend payments within the same demand pattern and 

over the three different financing methods. We studied the paired samples, because they use the 

same generated input data. The second CI calculations investigate the mean differences over the 

three different demand patterns within the same financing method. In order to be explicit we 

discuss both methods below. 

 

The 95% confidence intervals of the difference in dividend payments relative to No RF are 

shown in Table 2 between the parentheses. We determined the confidence intervals to calculate 

if the averages within the same demand pattern differ significantly from each other. Because we 

are dealing with paired samples the confidence intervals will be calculated based on the 

difference in averages between the financing methods, with the following hypotheses: 

H0: E(Di – Dj) = 0 

H1: E(Di – Dj) ≠ 0 

Di/j represents average dividend payments for the same simulation run, with i and j as different 

financing methods (i.e. no RF, auto RF or non-auto RF) and i ≠ j. The confidence interval 

between two different financing methods is calculated by: 

1
'y)�z,7 − �z,6)

.

z{�
	± �.[�;	D/%

1
√'

�(��[��) 

There is a total of N = 200 simulation runs executed. For every run k the average dividend 

payment Di is compared with the average dividend payment of another financing method Dj. The 

differences between these financing methods are summed and divided by the total amount of 

simulation runs N. The standard deviation of the difference between average dividend payment 

for the total of runs N is represented by �(��[��). For a 5% confidence interval �.[�;	D/% =
����;	Z.Z%$ and equals the value of 1.972. The confidence interval of the differences between No 

RF with both RF methods in the base case is given in Table 2 between the parentheses. In no 
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situation the value between the parentheses is larger than the gain or loss relative to No RF. 

Therefore we conclude that all values are significantly different with 95% certainty. 

 

The biggest difference between No RF and non-auto RF is where the demand pattern has a 

strong seasonal pattern. Even auto RF performs better than the financing method without RF, 

which is not the case under the other two financing methods. Averages and confidence intervals 

of the results of Table 2 are graphically displayed in Figure 17. 

 
Figure 17: 95% confidence intervals of Auto RF and Non-auto RF financing methods relative to the standard way of 

financing without RF. Between the parentheses is indicated which demand size pattern is referred to (i.e. No, Weak 

or Strong Seasonality). 

Note that in this figure we compared both RF methods to the financing method without RF. 

From this figure or Table 2 we cannot conclude anything directly about significant difference 

between the two RF methods. In case we investigate the difference between auto RF and non-

auto RF the values for Di/j in E(Di – Dj) will be different. For every demand pattern we obtain 

significant higher dividend payments under non-auto RF to auto RF. We also investigated if the 

averages between the demand size patterns and within the same financing pattern in Table 2 (so 

looking at values within the same column) are significantly different from each other. Again, we 

calculated the 5% confidence interval. Because we look over the different demand size patterns 

this is not sampled pairwise. The confidence interval for every financing method per demand 

size pattern is given by: 

cd��f 	± �D/%
1
√'

��(��) 

The estimator for average dividend payments per financing method and per demand size pattern 

is calculated by cd��f = �
.∑ �z

.
z{� . The variable ��(��) represents the standard deviation of the 

200 calculated average dividend payments	�7 . For a 5% confidence interval �D/% equals the value 

of 1.96. In Table 2 we compared values within the same demand pattern. These are highly 

correlated because one simulation run uses for the three different financing settings the same 

demand arrival and size data. Standard deviation and therefore the confidence interval are 

relatively small. In Table 4 the average dividends over different demand patterns are compared 
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vertically. Relatively large confidence intervals are obtained because of the uncorrelated input 

data used for simulation.  

Table 4: average dividend payment of No Seasonality demand and gains (+) or losses (-) for both Weak and Strong 

Seasonality patterns relative to the non-seasonal demand pattern. 

 

 

 

 

 

From Table 4 we conclude that the mean dividend payment for Strong Seasonality compared to 

the other two financing methods is always significantly less. This is due to the many months the 

suppliers needs a loan and, hence, higher interest payments. Weak Seasonality seems to perform 

best, but looking at the confidence intervals only for auto RF we can conclude with 95% 

certainty that it actually is performing better than the demand pattern with No Seasonality. In 

case there is any overlap between two confidence intervals of demand size patterns there is no 

significant difference. When we increase the amount of simulations to 500 runs (so N = 500) 

these differences are significant. Remarkable is that weak seasonal demand has higher mean 

dividend payments than no seasonal demand. We account this finding to the fact that Weak 

Seasonality has lower variance in demand, as can be obtained in Figure 13 and Figure 14. The 

width of the uniform distribution for No Seasonality is in every period 100k units. Under Weak 

Seasonality this width is almost always lower than 100k. This higher demand variance for no 

seasonal demand indicates more often loans hence lower mean dividend payments. We analysed 

several weak seasonal patterns, with monthly expected demand sizes comparable to Figure 14, 

still a yearly average of 1200k units and monthly uniform distributions with width of 100k units. 

Now the variance is higher and the mean dividend payments are significantly lower than for No 

Seasonality. We also decreased the width of the monthly uniform distributions for No 

Seasonality from 100k to 20k. Obtained results are a decrease of variance and increase in mean 

yearly dividend payment. 

 

We conclude the following from the base case analyses: 

• The financing method non-auto RF performs significantly best for each demand 

pattern in terms of highest dividend payments relative to the other financing methods. 

• Facing strong seasonal demand results in significantly less mean dividend payments 

than for the weak or non-seasonality cases. However, under strong seasonal demand 

both auto RF and non-auto RF perform significantly better than the financing method 

without RF (Figure 17).  

• Weak seasonal demand seems to outperform the other demand patterns because of 

lower monthly variance in demand.  

  

 No RF Auto RF Non-auto RF 

No Seasonality 3,572.0 (±27.5) 3,555.4 (±27.2) 3,579.1 (±27.3) 

Weak  Seasonality +34.4 (±18.5) +46.6 (±18.4) +33.8 (±18.4) 

Strong  Seasonality -126.1 (±19.4) -99.5 (±19.4) -118.4 (±19.3) 
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4. Sensitivity Analysis 

This chapter investigates the sensitivity and impact of different values for several input 

parameters or decision variables. Results are mostly according theoretical expectations in case 

previous research has been performed. Some elements are novel in prior research, like the 

introduced Cash Limit. We give explanations about the obtained results and conclusions, and 

implications have been drawn after every specific parameter analysis. In Paragraph 4.2 we 

summarize the most important results of the sensitivity analysis.  

 

4.1 Effect different parameter values 

This paragraph investigates and discusses the effect of different interest rates, payment periods 

and profit margin values on the supplier’s average yearly dividend payments. 

Effect of RF rate, rrf 

In previous part we concluded non-auto RF to be the most beneficial of the three financing 

methods. In the literature we found evidence that there must exist enough of a rate arbitrage 

between rs and rrf for RF to be advantageous (Cronie, 2008; Alferink, 2010; Laere, 2012). To 

meet the restrictions the range of values rrf we investigate is between the risk-free rate rf and 

towards the supplier’s external financing rate rs. Results are shown graphically in Figure 18. We 

gathered all data for Weak Seasonality as well, but all results lie between the graphs of the two 

more extreme situations of No Seasonality and Strong Seasonality. To keep the figures plain and 

legible we let the lines for the weak seasonal demand out this and subsequent graphs.  

 

Non-auto RF significantly outperforms auto RF at any point for every demand pattern. Both 

configurations are quite the same, only non-auto RF chooses not to discount the invoices if the 

supplier would have enough cash at hand. Therefore, the supplier saves to pay an extra discount 

premium b when possible. In case of very strong seasonal demand, cash often goes negative, 

which stimulates to discount more often and differences between auto RF and non-auto RF 

decrease, however, they remain still significantly different. 

 

As predicted, we obtained that not for every value of rrf the financing method non-auto RF is the 

most beneficial method in terms of dividend gains. It depends on the demand pattern at what rate 

the advantage changes, but when the rate rrf increases the advantage of (non-)auto RF diminishes 

and No RF financing outperforms both RF methods. This is graphically represented for dividend 

payment gains of both RF contracts relative to No RF for the financing methods No Seasonality 

and Strong Seasonality, in Figure 18. Dividend gains are plotted to yearly rates of rrf. In this 

figure the No RF method outperforms the RF methods at points between rrf = 0.072 (for No 

Seasonality) and rrf = 0.077 (for Strong Seasonality). 
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At values of rrf below 0.065 both RF methods with Strong Seasonality gain relatively more 

dividends than RF under the other demand patterns. The maximum excessive gains of RF to No 

RF are presented in Table 5 in terms of basis points. We compared these gains. When the 

supplier is facing seasonal demand instead of no seasonality at all we concluded that RF gains 

grow 82bp and 66bp for auto RF and non-auto RF, respectively. We investigated the area of 

interest rates rrf at which RF gains dividends to No RF. At these values the dividend gains of auto 

RF by strong seasonal demand remain almost 1% higher than for no seasonal demand.  

Table 5: The maximum gains expressed in Basis Points of RF contracts relative to No RF, with rrf = 0.037. 

No Seasonality  Strong Seasonality 

 Relative gain to No RF   Relative gain to No RF 

auto RF 33 bp  auto RF 115 bp 

non-auto RF 55 bp  non-auto RF 121 bp 

When the financing rate rrf increases, the RF advantage shifts. At higher rates rrf, rates at which 

RF is not beneficial anymore relative to No RF, non-auto RF financing for demand without 

seasonality performs relatively better. Figure 18 shows this with the dark green graph, which 

performs at rates above rrf = 0.081 better than the strong seasonal demand results. Notable is that 

auto RF for the No Seasonality demand pattern performs just worst. We clarify these differences 

Figure 18: We altered values of rrf and studied its effect on the gains of auto RF and non-auto RF in dividend payments relative to No 

RF financing method. Results are showed for both No Seasonality (green lines) and Strong Seasonality (purple lines) demand patterns. 

At every point the 95% confidence interval (CI) is given. In case the CI has no intersection with the X-axis this respective point is 

significantly different to financing method No RF. Yearly base value of rrf equals 0.062 and rs equals 0.19. 
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and account it to the fact that for the demand without seasonality the need for loans (or early 

discounting) is less than for strong seasonal demand. Here, the supplier has more often positive 

cash at hand with less varying or unexpected demand. In case rrf increases it becomes more 

disadvantageous to discount the invoices. The situation with more constant demand and non-auto 

discounting does not have to discount often (dark green line). For strong seasonal patterns cash is 

often negative anyway, so even though the supplier has to pay relative high costs for discounting, 

it can now at least take the advantage of early payment arrival (both purple lines).  Last is the 

case for which the demand is quite constant again, but forces the supplier to discount every 

invoice. Even though the supplier does not need early payments at high costs, it is obligated to it 

by the auto discounting agreement (light green line). 

 

The last conclusion we draw from these simulations is also according existing theory. Altering 

rate rrf does not change the benefits of the No RF method, but does so for the two Reverse 

Factoring methods. When we calculate the confidence intervals at both ends rrf = 0.037 and rrf = 

0.114 we conclude a significant dividend decline for auto RF and non-auto RF. Obviously, this 

is according expectation, because these two financing methods borrow at the increasing rate rrf, 

where financing without RF borrows at rs, the rate that has not changed.  

 

Conclusions effect of rrf 

• By increasing the financing rate rrf the dividend gains for both RF methods decrease and 

dividend payments for financing without a RF agreement remain constant. 

• For interest rates rrf at which RF gains dividends relative to No RF these gains are 

significantly higher under strong seasonal demand with up to 1% more dividends relative 

to the same RF contracts under No Seasonality. 

• Under demand with Strong Seasonality both RF financing methods perform significantly 

better until the financing rate rrf grows too high at which no RF method seems beneficial 

anymore. Though, in this latter case, non-auto RF facing no seasonal demand 

significantly outperforms the more (weak and strong) seasonal demand patterns.  

Effect of RF payment period, lrf 

In past simulations we have kept the payment period in case of Reverse Factoring equal to the 

payment period without RF. In practice when buyer and supplier sign a RF agreement, the 

payment period normally is extended in favour of the buyer. Both literature and theoretical 

models argue that an increase in payment terms will harm the dividend payments of the supplier  

(Cronie, 2008; Alferink, 2010; Laere, 2012). The same results are obtained and discussed below. 

 

Figure 19 shows the simulation output when we extend the payment period lrf. We kept the RF 

interest rate the same to the base case, just like the other parameter values remained constant. 

This figure shows the gains or losses both RF methods make relative to the standard situation 

without RF. Graphs are plotted for the two demand patterns No Seasonality and Strong 

Seasonality. When the payment period lrf increases we see that there arises more difference 
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between the financial methods in terms of dividend payments, in favour of the method without 

Reverse Factoring. 

The payment period extension does not have any impact on the financing method without RF, 

because this method uses the constant payment term ls. Both RF methods use the new payment 

term lrf, and in case this payment period increases it costs the supplier more interest due to the 

longer financing period. Although, the supplier can still be financed at the same rate rrf, in case 

of payment term extension it needs to borrow a longer period. The more this payment period is 

extended, the less benefits RF brings to the supplier or it might even be a disadvantage. In Figure 

19 we show the intersection of non-auto RF and financing without RF for Strong Seasonality at 

lrf = 0.6. This intersection denotes the fact that increasing lrf from 0.5 to 0.6 (20% increase) and 

ceteris paribus, non-auto RF for Strong Seasonality does not result in significantly higher 

dividend payments relative to the situation without RF anymore. The other intersection points of 

demand patterns with RF financing are at even at lower values of lrf. We conclude that in case 

the payment period is extended within a small range (<20 %) and the supplier has a RF contract, 

facing strong seasonal demand will be advantageous compared to more constant demand, i.e. 

weak or no seasonality at all. For lrf = 0.5 the differences between no- and strong seasonal 

demand in terms of basis points are 75bp and 15bp for auto RF and non-auto RF respectively. 

 

 

Figure 19: We altered values of lrf and studied its effect on the gains of auto RF and non-auto RF in dividend payments relative to No 

RF financing method. Results are showed for both No Seasonality (green lines) and Strong Seasonality (purple lines) demand patterns. 

At every point the 95% confidence interval (CI) is given. In case the CI has no intersection with the X-axis this respective point is 

significantly different to financing method No RF. Yearly base value of rrf equals 0.062 and lrf equals 0.5. 
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Conclusions effect of lrf 

• By increasing financing rate lrf regardless the demand pattern the benefits for both RF 

methods decrease and the No RF financing method remains constant in terms of mean 

dividend payments. 

• As long as there is no large increase in payment terms both RF contracts gain 

significantly more relative to No RF under strong seasonal demand than for more 

constant demand patterns without seasonality. We obtained maximum differences of 

0.15% to 0.75%, which depends on the respective RF contract. 

Effects of altering both lrf and rrf 

In previous parts we concluded that dividend payments for both RF methods are negatively 

related to lrf and rrf. We investigated both variables separately. In this upcoming part we study the 

results of varying both values for lrf and rrf at the same time, in two different ways. Results are 

according the expectation that increasing both variables ceteris paribus the negative effects to 

dividend payments under RF amplifies. First, we analyse how sensitive the mean dividend 

payment outputs of the base case are to different parameter values of lrf and rrf. We search for 

different input values while keeping the output of gains and losses relative to No RF equal. 

Secondly, we investigate the break-even point of the input settings. At what values of lrf and rrf 

does the respective RF contract neither gain nor lose dividends relative to No RF contract. 

RF gains similar to base case 

We took the base case dividend values showed in Table 2 as starting values. For every demand 

pattern the RF methods perform differently relative to No RF. We investigated the impact of lrf 

and rrf, while aiming for the same gain difference relative to the financing method without RF. In 

practical terms; when the payment period increases the financing rate has to decrease to make 

sure that the supplier’s dividend payments under RF remain the same relative to No RF as it used 

to be in the base case. Doing this we are able to study any different impact of the factors on the 

different demand patterns.  

 

In Table 2 we observed that for No Seasonality a non-auto discounting RF contract results in 

€7.1 thousand more dividends than without RF. When we increase the payment period to lrf=0.6 

we searched for the financing rate rrf at which this contract still pays out €7.1 thousand more than 

without this RF contract. We saved the results if obtained dividend values are within 95% 

confidence equal to the base case values. We executed this process for different payment periods, 

for both RF methods and for No- and Strong Seasonality demand patterns. Results are showed in 

Figure 20. 

 

We do obtain a strong decrease in financing rate to compensate the costs of increasing payment 

period. This effect is strongest for No Seasonality with auto RF. This is something we observed 

in previous parts as well under separate evaluation of the parameters; somehow the same pattern 

and order of lines can be observed. This auto RF situation with no seasonal demand seems most 
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sensitive to increasing values of lrf and rrf. In this situation your cash is more often positive 

relative to high seasonal demand but the supplier is obligated to discount the invoices. Benefits 

of early discounting are lowest and incurred costs are still high. Vice versa for this constant 

demand with a non-auto RF contract. Again, cash is mostly positive for this demand pattern and 

now the supplier is not obligated to discount invoices every period. This situation is least 

sensitive to increased parameter values. When seasonal demand is strong we found the same 

conclusions for auto- and non-auto RF. Again auto RF is more sensitive for increasing values of 

lrf and rrf than non-auto RF; however, both are less sensitive relative to the case of auto RF 

without seasonal demand. 

With high seasonality the supplier needs a loan relatively often, therefore, both the obligation 

and possibility for early discounting of invoices bring benefits. Thence, the impact of increasing 

parameter values is a bit levelled by the benefits RF brings to dividend payments in case of 

strong seasonal demand. We confirm this conclusion by the results under weak seasonal demand, 

at which auto RF is also more sensitive than in the strong seasonal demand case. All lines seem 

quite linear without an increasing or decreasing degree of impact by lrf or rrf. 

The implications of this analysis are that a greater payment period extension is possible when the 

supplier uses non-auto RF. Then, the extension disadvantages the supplier the least. In case of 

the non-auto RF contract, stronger seasonality seems to limit the potential extension most. Vice 

versa for auto RF contracts: the possible period extensions are smaller, but seasonality increases 

the maximum payment extension under the same financing rate. 

Figure 20: starting point is the base case with lrf=0.5 and rrf=0.062 (monthly rate 0.005). For every configuration (four different lines; 

financing method and demand pattern combinations) the same dividend gains as in the base case relative to No RF is investigated for 

increasing payment period. In other words, if payment period lrf increases, to what extent decreases the RF financing rate to meet the 

same dividend payment gains relative to No RF as it used to be in the base case. 
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Figure 21 is different to Figure 20 in a way that a supplier can obtain directly from this figure at 

what terms he will be better off by a specific RF contract, compared to no contract at all. 

Suppose the yearly RF rate equals 0.043 in a strong seasonal environment. Then the supplier 

benefits by an auto RF contract (dark purple line) if the payment term is less than 0.82. This 

means that payment term can be extended from 0.5 to 0.82 at most. The combination of terms lrf 

and rrf must lie on or below the respective line that refers to the specific supplier’s situation. We 

also showed values below lrf = 0.5, which is the actual payment period lower limit. Below this 

limit the figure would indicate that the respective RF contract should reduce the payment term to 

actual be beneficial at that RF rate. 

The implications of the analyses from both Figure 20 and Figure 21 are quite similar. In both 

figures we obtained higher sensitivity for the auto RF contract relative to the non-auto RF 

contract. In the break-even investigation automatic discounting with no seasonal demand is again 

most sensitive to varying values of lrf and rrf, whereas the non-auto RF contract is least sensitive 

of all. This we indicate by the steepness of the lines. This Figure 21 might indicate a slight non-

linear effect, although parts of the figure seem very linear. Cetinay et al. (2012) indicated with 

their single period model a greater than linear reduction in the financing cost for each 

incremental increase of the payment period. We did not obtain such great non-linear effects, 

which might be accounted for by our multi-period setting. Further in depth research should be 

performed to analyse this effect in more detail. When we consider not only the supplier in the RF 

contract but also the bank and buyer, the implications are more complex and game theory might 

be suitable to solve for the optimal contract terms. Elements we take into account are the buyer’s 

Figure 21: For every configuration (four different lines; financing method and demand pattern combinations) the break-even points 

are calculated. At these lines the respective RF method performs equally to No RF  in terms of dividend payments. The lower limit is 

at payment period lrf=0,5, because we assume the payment period is not shortened by a RF agreement. Base case equals rrf=0.062 
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preference for longer payment periods and the bank’s preference for an auto RF contract over a 

non-auto RF contract.  

- Implications for the buyer 

When demand is without seasonality the buyer will strongly pursue a non-auto RF contract. The 

choice between non-auto RF and auto RF can impact the potential payment period extension by 

almost 60%. For example, the RF rate equals 0.043 in Figure 21, therefore, under auto RF the 

payment period can increase to lrf = 0.59 (18% increase) without making the supplier worse off. 

With non-auto RF the supplier would accept a payment period up to lrf = 0.87 month, which is a 

74% increase of the current payment period. These differences are not that large under Strong 

Seasonality. More constant demand will definitely impact the buyer’s stronger preference for 

non-auto RF. 

- Implications for the bank 

In this setting the bank will earn money by the financier fee b that the supplier has to pay at early 

discounting. The bank, therefore, will always prefer auto RF over non-auto RF.  When the 

demand pattern is strongly seasonal the buyer and supplier will agree to an auto RF contract 

relatively easy, because their financial benefits do not differ that much. But when the demand 

pattern is without seasonality the negotiations can become very difficult. In this case for both 

supplier and buyer the preferences and corresponding benefits for non-auto RF are larger. In this 

latter case there are financial trade-offs to be made for the three stakeholders, perhaps some price 

discounts or different payment terms could stimulate the agreement to an auto RF contract.  

 

At this point we do not know anything about the quantification of financial benefits to buyer and 

bank and, therefore, cannot conclude any trade-off or optimal values in contract negotiations. 

However, these current findings indicate much potential for further analysis to the trade-offs in 

contract negotiations.  

 

Conclusions effect of altering both rrf and lrf 

• By increasing RF financing rate rrf and payment period lrf together, the benefits for both 

auto discounting and non-auto discounting RF methods decrease relative to financing 

without RF. 

• For longer payment periods lrf the financing method No RF outperforms both RF methods 

at relatively lower rrf, and vice versa; for higher values of rrf the financing method No RF 

outperforms both RF methods at lower values of lrf. Increasing both variables amplifies 

the negative effect on the gains of RF relative to No RF.   

• Greater payment period extension is possible for the supplier by using a non-auto RF 

contract. Under Strong Seasonality these extensions between financing methods are 

relatively smaller than facing no seasonal demand.  

• Without seasonal demand the buyer would benefit significantly more by a non-auto RF 

contract, as it is able to increase the payment period a lot more. In case demand has a 
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strong seasonal pattern the marginal benefits decrease and the buyer becomes more 

indifferent between auto RF and non-auto RF. 

• The bank will always prefer to sell an auto RF contract. 

Effect of the Cash Limit, CL 

We modified the decision variable Cash Limit (CL), which changes the moment of saving the 

dividends. Results are showed in Figure 22. RF performed significantly best under more constant 

demand when Cash Limit is extremely low. No Seasonality faces a monthly demand size 

distribution U(50,150). Hence, the raw material costs are always greater than the supplier’s cash 

reserves
4
. Having an auto or non-auto RF contract is extra advantageous in this situation, 

because the supplier will need a regular bank loan after every demand arrival otherwise. This is 

not the case for both seasonal demand patterns, at which the demand sizes could be lower and 

there is no preference for early discounting every single period. All RF contracts for every 

demand pattern gain dividends relative to No RF, but under No Seasonality for both RF contracts 

the dividends gains to No RF are about 30bp (0.3%) higher than under Strong Seasonality.  

 

We increased the Cash Limit, which means in practice that the supplier keeps more cash at hand, 

hence, having higher liquidity. We obtained a shift in demand pattern preference. When CL 

exceeds the limit around €800k, strong seasonal demand significantly outperforms the other two 

demand patterns. This is according expectation, as the higher volatile demand can be buffered by 

the more cash reserves at hand. For CL = €2,600k the obtained gains of RF relative to No RF are 

showed in Table 6. At this particular value of CL the relative differences between demand 

patterns are largest. RF gains are significantly higher if the supplier faces strong seasonal 

demand instead of no seasonal demand, with values ranging from 0.61% to 1.04%. 

 

At very high values of the Cash Limit (> €5,000 thousand) non-auto discounting for No and 

Weak Seasonality patterns are equal to the situation without RF. It simply indicates that for these 

demand patterns there is no need for early discounting, so no significant benefit for a RF 

contract. Only non-auto RF with strong seasonal demand performs significantly better than the 

situation without RF. Suppliers facing strong seasonal demand could receive yearly demand 

peaks for which it needs to purchase raw materials costs at €4,900 thousand per order. Appendix 

1 shows the demand size distributions. During the two peak months under strong seasonal 

demand, the demand could equal 400k – 490k units a month. Though, note that these values are 

the maximum values and are quite variable. With the increased Cash Limit and, therefore, the 

increased cash at hand this demand pattern with high peaks improves the most in dividend 

payments by avoiding the most loans it would have needed in case of lower Cash Limits. If the 

Cash Limit is increased even more than displayed in Figure 22, also this last significant 

difference will become insignificant.  

                                                 

 
4
 With c = €10 the raw material costs of demand distribution U(50,150) are always between €500k - €1,500k. When 

CL = €400k, the cash reserve of the supplier will always be CL or less than CL.  
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Figure 22: Different Cash limit values ceteris paribus and its effect on the gains of auto RF and non-auto RF in dividend payments 

relative to No RF financing method. Results are showed for both No Seasonality (green lines) and Strong Seasonality (purple lines) 

demand patterns. Base Case value of CL = 1400. At every point the 95% confidence interval (CI) is given. In case the CI has no 

intersection with the X-axis this respective point is significantly different to financing method No RF. 

At very high values of the Cash Limit (> €5,000 thousand) all auto RF configurations make 

significant losses relative to the situation without RF. This is because the supplier needs to 

discount the invoices early, even though the supplier has enough cash reserves. Therefore, the 

supplier is obligated to pay the RF fee b, while it does not really need the early financing at this 

cost. These costs can be highest for Strong Seasonality for which the supplier is obligated to 

discount the biggest invoices even though it has enough cash reserves.  

Table 6: The gains expressed in Basis Points of RF contracts relative to No RF at CL = €2,600k, at this CL value 

relative differences are highest.  

No Seasonality  Strong Seasonality 

 Relative gain to No RF   Relative gain to No RF 

auto RF -73 bp  auto RF 31 bp 

non-auto RF 8 bp  non-auto RF 69 bp 

 

Furthermore, the figure indicates possible optimal points of CL values. Under strong seasonal 

demand the figure indicates that there are values for CL that maximise the dividend payment for 

the supplier. Also, a minimum for auto RF seems to exist. Future research should focus at these 

optima and investigate the sensitivity to different parameter values. Important implications for 

supplier and other stakeholders can result from these optima analyses.  
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Conclusions effect of the Cash Limit CL 

• At low values of CL, at which the supplier is most cash constraint, all RF financing 

contracts gain more dividends than for the No RF financing method, regardless of the 

demand pattern. 

• When the supplier is very cash constraint (very low CL) the gains of RF contracts relative 

to No RF are significantly higher under more constant demand by taking more advantage 

of the RF contract options than for strong seasonal effects (benefits around 0.3%).  

• At a larger Cash Limit the dividend gains of non-auto RF relative to No RF will remain 

positive the longest for strong seasonal demand. Also for medium high CL the RF gains 

are significantly higher if the supplier faces strong seasonal demand instead of no 

seasonal demand, with relative gains up to 1%.   

• At very large Cash Limit Auto RF performs significantly the worst, regardless of the 

demand pattern. 

Effect of the risk-free rate, rf 

In this part we discuss the results from altering only the risk-free rate ceteris paribus. The risk-

free rate has impact on both rs and rrf. For this reason we expect results from all financing 

methods to differ. In Table 7 the composition of both rs and rrf for the base case are redisplayed, 

both consist partly of the risk-free rate rf. 

Table 7: parameter values Base Case; composition of supplier’s monthly financing rates 

Financing rate rs  Financing rate rrf 

rf 0.002  rf 0.002 

Βs 
 

0.0125  Βrf 
 

0.0005 

   b 0.0025 

rs 0.0145  rrf 0.005 

We altered the rate rf to values smaller and much bigger than for the base case. We noted that 

when we increased rf the RF financing rate rrf increased relatively more. See that for the base 

case the RF rate is almost one-third of the supplier’s financing rate rs. In case monthly rate rf 

increases to 0.008, then rs = 0.0205 and rrf = 0.011. This RF rate becomes more than half the 

supplier’s financing rate. This example shows the relatively more impact of the risk-free rate on 

the RF rate than the supplier’s financing rate.  

 

In Figure 23 the results are presented. Again, we obtained significantly most dividend gains 

under RF with strong seasonal demand at relative low to normal values of the risk-free rate. With 

values of the risk-free rate reaching at least double the base case values, which equals almost 5% 

a year in Figure 23, financing without RF becomes more beneficial than using RF. As explained 

above, this increasing risk-free rate rf has relatively more impact on the discount rate rrf, which 

both RF methods have to pay. We concluded that the demand pattern determines the rate of 

change of benefits with the risk-free rate, not the financing method. Within the same demand 
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pattern the lines decrease in parallel with increasing risk-free rate. Therefore, we concluded that 

the demand pattern determines the impact of rf and not the RF contract. Hence, the financing 

costs are not large enough to discount differently when rates alter. If altered risk-free rates would 

result in non-auto RF to start discounting less or more often, then, the line would not remain 

parallel to the auto RF line and both lines would probably diverge.  

Dividend payments for Strong Seasonality decrease significantly most with increasing rf, for all 

three demand size patterns. This decrease in dividends for strong seasonal demand, when rf 

increases, is displayed in Figure 24. We noted that for non-auto RF the average dividends for 

both No and Weak Seasonality have not significantly changed between the lowest and highest 

values of rf. Results of significant change between rf = 0.006 and rf = 0.101 are showed in Table 

8 and also visualised in Figure 24. This different way of presenting the results supports us to 

visualise the differences, which are not directly obtainable from Figure 23. These figures display 

another inclusion method for analysing the simulation findings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 23: Different risk-free rates rf values ceteris paribus and its effect on the gains of auto RF and non-auto RF in dividend 

payments relative to No RF financing method. Results are showed for both No Seasonality (green lines) and Strong Seasonality 

(purple lines) demand patterns. Base Case value of rf = 0.024. At every point the 95% confidence interval (CI) is given. In case the CI 

has no intersection with the X-axis this respective point is significantly different to financing method No RF. 
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One important fact we note is that over the positive cash at hand the supplier receives the risk-

free rate as interest. This is comparable to a situation at which a supplier has a savings account at 

the bank with interest rate rf. This is why both No Seasonality and Weak Seasonality (with 93% 

certainty), without using RF, are generating significantly more dividends at higher risk-free rate 

values. They simply have almost often positive cash at hand at which they receive a higher 

interest rate.  

Table 8: Representation if the mean dividend values have significantly (95%) changed between yearly  

rates rf = 0.006 and rf = 0.101 

 No RF Auto RF Non-auto RF 

No Seasonality Significant Not Significant Not Significant 

Weak Seasonality Not Significant
 5

 Not Significant Not Significant 

Strong Seasonality Significant Significant Significant 

Strong seasonal demand most often is characterised by the fact that it has half its time a loan 

outstanding. Therefore, it does not have much advantage from the higher interest rate if cash 

would be positive, because cash amounts are never long very high and always limited to CL. 

However, loans are not downside limited and the supplier needs to pay the increased loan’s 

interest rate. 

The explanation for the finding that financing without RF performs significantly better for high rf 

and in case there is no or little seasonality is that cash is almost always positive and it receives a 

higher interest rate for it, especially in the case of No Seasonality. Both RF methods are not 

                                                 

 
5
 At 93% confidence interval Weak Seasonality also significantly increases with higher risk-free rate 

Figure 24: Yearly average dividend payments for all three seasonal patterns. The left figure represents financing method without 

RF and the right figure financing with non-auto RF. The yearly risk-free rate is represented in these figures. 
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found significant for these two demand patterns. The explanation is that increased rf has motives 

to both favour and disadvantage the dividend payment for these demand patterns. In favour of 

the dividend payment is the higher interest rate the supplier receives at his cash at hand. The 

disadvantage of higher rf is that discounting the invoices becomes relatively more expensive. It 

seems that these both arguments compensate each other at the higher values of the risk-free rate. 

 

Conclusions for increasing the risk-free rate rf 

• The demand pattern determines the rate of change of dividend gains with the risk-free 

rate, not the type of RF contract. 

• By increasing the risk-free rate the mean dividends under Strong Seasonality decline 

significantly more, regardless financing with or without RF. 

• Increasing the risk-free rate rf relatively favours No RF financing, because the RF rates 

increase relatively more accordingly. 

• Financing without RF under no seasonal demand, and with lower level of significance for 

Weak Seasonality, more dividends are paid out for increased values of rf. Cash reserves 

are almost always positive over which now the supplier receives a higher interest rate. 

• In case of financing with a RF contract the previous conclusion does not hold and 

increasing rf has no significant impact on dividends. The advantage of higher interest rate 

on cash at hand and the disadvantage of relative higher RF discount rate seem to balance 

each other. 

Effect of profit margin, p - c 

The base case values of selling and purchasing prices p and c are chosen such that the supplier on 

average makes a profit. The profit margin is the difference between selling (€24) and purchasing 

(€10) price per unit, which equals €14 for the base case. The expected yearly demand µ  = 1,200 

thousand units, for every demand pattern. The supplier needs to pay liabilities of η = €1,100 

thousand every month, which is knowingly chosen to be less than the expected average profit per 

month. This monthly profit equals on average €1,400k. If we ignore the financing rates at the 

moment this results in an average expected yearly dividend of €3.6 million6. This is the same as 

the deterministic base case, as explained in Chapter 3.2. However, simulation results show 

sometimes higher absolute values of yearly dividend or lower than this calculated average. 

Differences in mean dividend payments are due to the interest rf that can be earned over positive 

cash at hand, interest rates that have to be paid over negative cash and financier fee b payment 

for RF, together with other different parameter settings. Hence, the results of the average yearly 

dividend payment could differ quite much.  

 

                                                 

 
6
 Expected average yearly demand = 1,200k (1.2 million), profit per unit = €14 and for every month liability costs of 

η = €1,100k (€1.1 million). This results in yearly profit of (14 * 1200) – (12 * 1100) = €3,600 thousand (€3.6 million).   
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Figure 25 shows the simulation results of altering the selling price p. When the selling price p is 

smaller than the average liability payment would require for the supplier to break-even (p=€21), 

we still obtained dividend payments and gains to No RF. This is due to the first year in the 

simulation at which sometimes a dividend payment is made. For all investigated parameter 

settings for values of p ≤ €21 this is the first time that mean dividend payments are actually 

higher for strong seasonal demand relative to other demand patterns. This is due to the bigger 

demand ‘outliers’ during the first simulated twelve months, which could appear under strong 

seasonality. For this reason these absolute dividend payments are highest. If we ignore the first 

year (12 months) of simulation data for values of p < €21 all dividend payments are equal to 

zero.  

At larger values of the selling price p ≥ €21 ceteris paribus, at which the profit margin p-c 

increases, RF under Strong Seasonality gains relatively the most dividends. At p = 22 the gains 

are significantly higher if the supplier with a RF contract faces strong seasonal demand instead 

of no seasonal demand, with relative higher gains ranging from 1.58% to 2.97%. We noticed that 

these figures indicate the existence of an optimal price margin. The maximum dividend gains of 

the supplier depend also on the price margin of its products. Future research should investigate 

the optimal price margin values for different parameter settings. All optima seem to lie around 

relatively tight margins (p around €21 - €22). If the supplier expects a large margin increase in 

the short term, for example by huge cost reduction or new technology implementations, one 

should consider declining benefits of RF when signing the RF contract.  

 

Figure 25: Different values for selling price p ceteris paribus and its effect on the gains of auto RF and non-auto RF in dividend 

payments relative to No RF financing method. Results are showed for both No Seasonality (green lines) and Strong Seasonality (purple 

lines) demand patterns. Base Case value of p = 24. At every point the 95% confidence interval (CI) is given. In case the CI has no 

intersection with the X-axis this respective point is significantly different to financing method No RF. 
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We increased the profit margin more and for large values of p ≥ €28, especially RF for Strong 

Seasonality seems to be disadvantageous relative to No RF. At large profit margins, the end of 

period cash at hand will almost always equal the Cash Limit €1,400k. This means that for more 

constant demand patterns there is most often enough cash reserves to foresee in raw material 

costs of next demand arrival. With U(50,150) monthly raw material costs cannot exceed 

€1,500k. In case of a large demand arrival, because of the relatively low CL of €1,400k, there is 

not enough cash to pay for raw materials. The simulation decision rule states that in case cash 

goes below zero, the non-auto RF decides to discount early. This is to avoid a loan at the bank. 

However, in money terms it might financially be more profitable to take a small loan at high 

interest rate, rather than discount a huge invoice at a lower rate. The bank fee b remains the same 

in relative terms, but when profit margin increases the fee increases in absolute terms.  

 

Here follows a numerical example showing this situation. In strong seasonal demand a demand 

of 350k units is not rare to arrive during peak months. Cash decreases by €3.5 million (for c = 

€10 and p = €40). The Accounts Receivable of early discounting for RF is:  

�� � 	1 ∗ W ∗ �[UT�X∗��XV � 40 ∗ 350�	�[(Z.ZZ$∗Z.$) = €13.965	������� 

The cost of early discounting equals €35k. However, having discounted the invoice early means 

that cash becomes positive at which the supplier also receives the risk-free rate at the bank. If we 

assume now that cash would have decreased by €3.5 million, from €1.4 million (the maximum 

Cash Limit at end of period) to € -2.1 million, then after directly discounting cash increases to     

-2,100k + 13,965k = €11,865 thousand (€11.9 million). The supplier receives the risk-free rate 

over this amount for the payment period, which results in cash of: 

b ∗ �(TX∗��X) = 11,865 ∗ �(Z.ZZ%∗Z.$) = €��. ���	������� 

In case the supplier could have chosen not to discount early, pay the bank loan interest rate for 

the payment period and receive AR at the end of the payment period, cash would become: 

b ∗ �(T\∗��X) = 	−2,100� ∗ �(Z.Z��$∗Z.$) = −2,115� 

−2,115� + �� = −2,115� + 40 ∗ 350� = €��. ���	������� 

If the supplier would take the loan, he has to pay €15k as interest payment over the payment 

period, but prevents high early discount costs of €35k, in despite of extra positive interest income 

of €12k accordingly.  

 

This example shows that a very high profit margin under these decision rules of early 

discounting results in fewer dividends than using No RF. Contracts for auto RF, regardless the 

demand pattern, have to discount every invoice directly. For larger profit margin and, therefore, 

less often negative cash at hand the costs of early discounting are outweighing the benefits, 

hence, No RF performs better. The same argument holds for non-auto RF but losses of 

discounting early are less than for auto RF. These results can also be obtained in Figure 25.  
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Conclusions for altering the profit margin 

• With a tight profit margin on the product the supplier is better off with RF.  

• RF gains to no RF are significantly higher with almost up to 3% more dividend gains 

under strong seasonal demand relative to the RF contracts under No Seasonality. 

• With a very high profit margin, losses of a RF contract relative to No RF are highest 

under Strong Seasonality.  

 

4.2 Discussion Sensitivity Results 

We analysed all conclusions after we studied the impact of different parameter values. Both 

theory and practice already noticed the negative impact of increasing the Reverse Factoring rate 

rrf or the payment period lrf on the value of a Reverse Factoring contract. Simulations confirmed 

these statements. However, there has not much been said or written about how seasonality in 

demand orders size would impact the value RF could bring a supplier. In previous paragraph the 

sensitivity analyses are conducted and charted such that every different configuration displayed 

the gains or losses of RF relative to no RF. Within these respective graphs we inserted the two 

situations without seasonality and with strong seasonality to visualise the contrast between these 

two demand pattern extremes. The most important thing we concluded from several sensitivity 

analyses is: 

 

At parameter values for which non-auto RF gains dividends relative to no RF; under strong 

seasonal demand non-auto RF performs significantly better than no RF relative to the situations 

with no- or weak seasonal demand. 

 

In other words, this conclusion is focused at the area of parameter values at which any RF 

contract gains dividends relative to No RF. For these situations at which the supplier actually 

benefits with a specific RF contract, the supplier would gain in general even more dividends 

when it faces strong seasonal demand instead of more constant demand. This assumption is 

important and realistic at the same time. A company would not agree to a RF contract if it would 

financially be better off without this contract. Therefore, our conclusion is limited to the relative 

gaining areas of RF. This finding is related to the findings in the paper of Cetinay et al. (2012). 

They found in their single period model that higher variability in demand exacerbates the need 

for external funds. So the gains of RF relative to no RF increase with the variance of the demand 

size. There is, however, one exception we found to this main conclusion. In case the supplier is 

very cash constraint, as for very low values of CL (Figure 22), RF contracts under more constant 

demand gain more dividends than under seasonal demand relative to no RF.  

 

When parameters values become relatively too high, like the Reverse Factoring rate rrf, the 

payment period lrf, risk-free rate rf, the Cash Limit CL or profit margin p-c, all the RF contacts 

make losses relative to the dividend earnings without RF. At these areas we assume that the 

supplier would not agree on RF in the first place. We studied the differences between financing 
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methods and demand patterns also for these increased parameter values. But these conclusions 

are less important. For instance, under very high values of the profit margin No Seasonality 

performs better in terms of fewer losses relative to No RF than in case of high seasonal demand. 

At these high profit margins, knowing any RF contract would be disadvantageous to the supplier, 

a rational supplier would never sign a RF agreement.  
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this thesis an existing model from Cetinay et al. (2012) is extended to simulate the value of 

Reverse Factoring in terms of dividend payments under different demand patterns. The aim of 

this research is to study the impact on RF when the supplier faces seasonal demand arrivals.  

 

It has been proven that, as theory already suggested, Reverse Factoring is not beneficial if the 

financing rate or extended payment period are getting too large. The existing models calculate 

the supplier benefits by the principle of rate arbitrage together with a payment period extension 

for the buyer. New is the introduced Cash Limit CL to keep the simulation system stable and 

supplier’s liquidity realistic. High values of CL indicate that the supplier keeps much cash 

reserves, i.e. higher cash buffers. The reversed situation is that lower values of the Cash Limit 

represent small cash buffers; the supplier normally needs more often a loan. 

 

Regardless the demand pattern we first looked at the differences in dividend payments between 

contracts of auto RF and non-auto RF. Definitions are almost the same, only non-auto RF 

chooses not to discount the invoices if the supplier would have enough cash at hand. Therefore, 

the supplier saves to pay an extra discount premium b to the bank when possible. According 

expectation we obtained that: 

 

In terms of dividend payments the financing method of not automatically discounting the 

invoices (non-auto RF) always outperforms the method where every invoice is directly 

discounted (auto RF). 

 

This conclusion can be verified in most figures in the sensitivity analysis, like Figure 18 and 

Figure 19. Never will the gains of auto RF relative to No RF be higher than the gains of non-auto 

RF. The supplier will normally always prefer the non-auto RF contract to automatically 

discounting. However, the auto RF contract is preferred by the bank as it receives more 

discounting payments from the supplier. There are situations at which the supplier might be 

indifferent about auto RF or even prefer auto RF as it minimizes its administration costs (Crowe, 

2009). These financial trade-offs have not been discussed any further this report, but implications 

have to be considered. 

 

The next conclusion is regarding mean dividend payments. We assumed that a company will not 

agree to any RF contract if by anticipation the supplier already knows it will be disadvantageous 

to no RF contract at all. Therefore, results are especially important for parameter values at which 

at least one RF contract gains dividends relative to No RF. We studied these areas in the 

sensitivity analysis in more detail. We aimed for the impact on the supplier’s dividends when its 

demand pattern would show seasonality in it. For the mean dividend payments we conclude that: 
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When the supplier faces strong seasonal demand the mean dividend payments are 

significantly lower than for other demand patterns (Table 2  and Figure 24). 

 

When the supplier faces strong seasonal demand, it is forced to undertake a loan almost half the 

time. Most months the liability payments are higher than the profit made on its trades. These 

high incurred interest costs cause the lower mean dividend payments. However, we assumed that 

the supplier cannot choose what demand distribution it faces. Therefore, we investigated the 

relative gains of any RF contract to No RF within the same demand pattern. By doing so we are 

able to see the relative gains or losses RF makes under different demand environments. 

Although, the mean dividend payments are lower for seasonal demand, the general and most 

important conclusion is: 

 

Benefits of RF in dividend gains relative to a No RF contract are significantly higher under 

Strong Seasonal Demand, with dividend payments up to 3% higher. 

 

This conclusion focuses on analysis results at which RF is beneficial. In case No RF is 

financially the better choice, this conclusion does not stand and results are different. However, 

there remains one exception to this conclusion. In case the supplier is very illiquid and cash 

constraint, dividends are not higher for Strong Seasonality than under no seasonal demand. See 

again the effect of CL in Figure 22. The conclusion that strong seasonal demand seams to 

amplify the benefits of RF is related to the findings in the paper of Cetinay et al. (2012). They 

found in their single period model that higher variability in demand exacerbates the need for 

external funds. So the gains of RF relative to no RF increase with the variance of the demand 

size. In our analysis strong seasonal demand has the highest yearly variance of the three 

investigated demand patterns. 

 

We also investigated the break-even points at which the supplier is indifferent to participate in a 

RF agreement (Figure 21). Auto RF contracts are most sensitive to increasing values of lrf and rrf, 

but under strong seasonal demand the sensitivity is relatively the lowest. That auto RF is most 

sensitive is due to the fact that it discounts every invoice. Different parameter values impact 

every invoice, where in case of non-auto RF only a part of the invoices is influenced. Cetinay et 

al. (2012) obtained in their single-period model a greater than linear reduction in the financing 

cost for each incremental increase of the payment period. However, our multi-period model 

findings indicate more a linear relationship between lrf and rrf and both RF contracts. However, 

the steepness of the relation could be different per RF contract. These findings have direct 

implications for other stakeholders than the supplier as well. When demand is without 

seasonality the buyer will strongly pursue a non-auto RF contract. The choice between non-auto 

RF and auto RF can impact the potential payment period extension by almost 60%. The 

differences in RF contract under strong seasonal demand are small and the buyer might insist 
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less on a non-auto RF contract. The bank, however, will always pursue auto RF contracts, as the 

supplier has to discount and pay every invoice. For every combination of lrf and rrf the benefits to 

every stakeholder should be evaluated in a way that a Pareto optimum can be obtained. A 

contract that every stakeholder agrees on and there are no other terms at which each one is at 

least as well off and one strictly better off. This optimum leaves room for further research, as we 

did not incorporate value creation to buyer or bank in our research.  

 

In this thesis it has been proven that a different demand pattern significantly impacts the value of 

a RF contract. We assumed that a rational supplier would only sign any RF contract if he expects 

to gain direct financial benefits from this contract. We analysed many scenarios and for all, 

except the one for which the supplier is very much cash constraint, facing stronger seasonal 

demand seems to amplify the direct financial benefits of RF. Hence, we conclude that in getting 

suppliers on-board in seasonal industries these findings can serve as an extra motivation to agree 

on Reverse Factoring. 

 

These findings do suggest that seasonal industries are good targets in the supplier on-boarding 

process of the buyer and banks. It is argued that suppliers are most difficult to on-board to RF 

programs, because they do not see or understand the benefits RF could bring them. This report 

and these results can show the suppliers that extra in-depth view of how RF works and the 

implications of their seasonal industry.  

 

5.2 Future Research & Recommendations 

The model that is developed and used in the simulations is a multi-period model. The model, 

results and conclusions provide new insights for further research. Also, we discuss some of the 

limitations of our model and suggest how to improve these. We made certain assumptions that 

could be relaxed to improve the relevance of the results. 

 

The sensitivity analyses of both the Cash Limit and Profit Margin indicated possible optimum 

points. The Cash Limit represents how much cash at hand the supplier can have at most after 

payment of its monthly liabilities. Hence, it’s an indicator about how liquid the supplier is and 

the cash surplus served as performance indicator. Figure 22 showed the impact of different CL 

values on the different demand patterns and RF contracts. This figure indicated that under 

different parameter settings there are optimal gains for each contract. We also obtained that 

under strong seasonal demand and at tight profit margins, namely margins at which the supplier 

earns on average slightly more than it has to pay on liabilities, there seems to exist some optimal 

setting at which the gains of both RF contracts were maximum relative to No RF. We have not 

investigated these optima in more detail. Further research should definitely focus on these 

optimum points at which the value of a RF contract is highest. We indicated that a specific profit 

margin or a particular liquidity position optimises the gains of RF. Investigating interactions with 
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different values of payment terms and interest rates are interesting, while investigating these 

optima. 

 

Cetinay et al. (2012) indicated with their single period model a greater than linear reduction in 

the financing cost for each incremental increase of the payment period. We did not obtain such 

great non-linear effects, which might be accounted for by the multi-period setting. In our analysis 

to the interaction effect of the payment term and RF interest rate results in Figures 20 & 21 are 

rather linear. Further in-depth research should be performed to analyse this interaction effect in 

more detail and for more different configurations (i.e. other values for CL, price margin, risk-free 

rate). 

 

Some of our model assumptions or simulation characteristics can be improved to increase the 

relevance of the findings. We assumed that in every period one and just one demand order 

arrives. This demand can arrive at any moment during the period and its receivable payment 

arrives within one period from order arrival. This is a huge limitation to the model. Companies 

normally face multiple and an inconsistent amount of demand orders every period. Further, in 

this research one period equals one month. In practice payment periods could be much longer 

than one month, which is not possible in our model. Extending this multi-period model and 

allowing the payment period to be longer than one month increases the relevance of the study. 

The possible cases, as we had three different cases possible showed in Figure 9, will increase a 

lot by increasing the payment period. 

 

Another limitation in the simulation is in the choice of invoice discounting. We programmed the 

settings such that the invoices are discounted in chronological order. In practice under non-auto 

RF the supplier should be able to choose the invoice to be discounted himself. Sometimes it 

could be beneficial to discount a small but more recent invoice early instead of a larger, but 

already longer outstanding, invoice. This is a minor point, but to allow the simulations to be as 

real as possible, more advanced invoice picking rules should be considered. Especially when the 

payment period is allowed to be larger than one month, as discussed in previous point, this 

discounting rule becomes more important. 

 

Although, academic publications on Reverse Factoring are lacking behind on the more pragmatic 

literature, the entire field of Reverse Factoring has been explored quite well. Especially banks 

seem to know what advantages and possible concerns are related to RF. However, theoretical 

justification and scientific research to the more indirect benefits of RF are necessary. If some 

factors are to be claimed as soft benefits at least in the long run the involved actors must obtain 

financial benefits in some sense. We tried to contribute to academic publications and research in 

calculating RF benefits and the factors influencing this value. More research can be done on 

many factors. One should try to incorporate them into a more complete model calculating the 

value of RF in every single business case.  
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7. Appendices 

Appendix 1  Demand pattern distributions and graphs 

Table 9: The three different demand patterns we used in the simulations. For every period every pattern is uniformly 

distributed with U(a,b), with a is the low value and b is the high value. Values represent the demand in thousands. 

 No Seasonality  Weak Seasonality  Strong Seasonality 

Period Low Avg High  Low Avg High  Low Avg High 

1 50 100 150  20 40 60  0 2,5 5 

2 50 100 150  40 60 80  0 10 20 

3 50 100 150  60 80 100  20 30 40 

4 50 100 150  70 100 130  60 70 80 

5 50 100 150  100 140 180  100 140 180 

6 50 100 150  150 190 230  200 300 400 

7 50 100 150  100 170 240  300 395 490 

8 50 100 150  100 140 180  100 140 180 

9 50 100 150  70 100 130  60 70 80 

10 50 100 150  60 80 100  20 30 40 

11 50 100 150  40 60 80  0 10 20 

12 50 100 150  20 40 60  0 2,5 5 

Year average 1200    1200    1200  

 

 

 
Figure 26: all three demand pattern expected period demand (in thousands) are displayed.  
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Appendix 2  Extensive simulation example 

As a matter of example we discuss a part (twelve months) of one simulation run and for two 

different financing methods, namely No RF financing and non-auto RF financing. This provides 

the reader insight in the simulation set-up and the calculation principles behind it. Also the 

difference of these two financing methods can be obtained from this example. The table for auto 

RF is also given, but not discussed extensively. The principles are the same and discussed before 

for the other two examples. For the financing method without RF we discuss all steps taken in 

the cash amount calculations, these numbers are showed in Table 10. Accordingly the financing 

method non-auto RF will be compared and only the few differences are explained, these values 

are showed in Table 11.  

 

First all demand arrival times and demand sizes are generated, as explained in Chapter 3.The 

fifth column of Table 10, “Case” refers to the three possible cases which could arise for every 

new demand arrival, these cases are discussed in Paragraph 2.2. What case is obtained in every 

period is also calculated after demand data but before the cash calculations. So columns 1-5 are 

all generated and calculated for 240 periods, before any cash calculations has been made. 

  

Subsequent columns 6 to 11 are chronologically ordered. Every period starts with some positive 

or negative (-) cash at hand. In case the demand arrival in previous period is determined to be 

Case 2 the according Accounts Receivable (AR) arrive before the next demand arrives, that is the 

exact definition of Case 2. Column 7 will add the start of period amount together with the 

Accounts Receivable from the demand from previous period, like for period i = 5 is done. In 

other cases there is a value of zero (meaning no Case 2) placed in the column. In all cases the 

new order will arrive from the buyer and cash is reduced instantaneously by the order amount 

times raw material price. Next two column’s values (columns 9-10, i.e. “AR-3” and “AR-1”) are 

calculated equally to the discussed AR of Case 2. If the AR of the demand of previous period is 

to be received after the demand arrival of this period, the definition of Case 3, cash at moment of 

order arrival (column 8) is added up to these AR, like for period i = 10 is done. Otherwise there 

is a value of zero (meaning no Case 3) placed in this ninth column. The tenth column “AR-1” is 

quite similar to the discussed Cases 2 and 3. However, at this moment the Accounts Receivable 

from the demand from this same period are received. The cash is calculated by the last event of 

change in cash. In case previous period’s Case equalled 3, these AR have just been received as 

the last cash event and this amount must be used to calculate the cash at hand after receiving the 

AR from this Case 1. This is showed in the eleventh period i = 10, where first the AR from 

previous period i = 9 are received at t = 10.078, which is after the demand arrival of this period 

(at t = 10.016). At t = 10.516 the AR are received and showed in the tenth column. In all other 

cases when there is a zero in the ninth column, the cash from the moment of order arrival is used; 

like for the first four periods. The period i = 6 shows us how dividend is saved. This period ends 

with cash at hand of 5988.993 and first needs to pay liabilities η of 1100 before the start of the 

next period. This leaves roughly 4888.993. This amount exceeds the CL of 1400 by 3488.993 
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and this is the amount to be saved as dividends. We used the assumption that positive cash at 

hand earns rf which causes the deviation of 3488.993 and the actual saving of 3490.179
7
. This 

amount will be saved in a special account and the year-end final dividend payment will be the 

sum of this special account over the past year, which can be seen in the last column, last row. 

Table 10: twelve-period example simulation of financing method No RF for demand pattern Strong Seasonality 

The financing method of non-auto RF is showed in Table 11. Same input values are used for 

these calculations as for the other financing methods No RF (Table 10) and auto RF (Table 12). 

At the moment of liability payment or arrival of new demand cash reserve decreases and cash 

can become negative and the supplier could need a loan. But if there is still an invoice 

outstanding, the supplier chooses to discount these AR, instead of waiting them to arrive and 

undertaking the regular loan meanwhile (with higher interest rate). Table 11 shows the results of 

the same demand arrival times and sizes under the different financing method non-auto RF. It is 

easy to see that most AR are discounted early, to avoid negative cash at most times, by the zero’s 

in columns 7, 9 and 10. In the second period i = 1 demand arrives at t = 1.373 and because of an 

extension in the payment period to lrf = 0.9 the AR would arrive at t = 2.273 if the invoice is not 

early discounted. At t = 2 the liabilities η of 1100 have to be paid, which decreases cash reserves 

to a negative amount. At this point the Accounts Receivable will be discounted so that the 

supplier avoids a bigger loan than it already needs. Most other periods in this example also 

discount the invoices early, sometimes directly at demand arrival like for period five (i = 4). 

Cash at start is already negative and demand will further decrease cash. By direct discounting 

this invoice the cash at hand becomes positive instantaneously (690.791). 

                                                 

 
7
 5988.993�Z.ZZ%(�[#.�ZZ�") = 5990.179 

			5990.179 − (1100 + 1400) = 3490.179 

No RF Financing        

Period 

i 

Demand 

Xi arrival 

Demand i 

Size ξ 

 

AR arrival 

order i 

Case Cash Start 

Period 

AR-2 Cash 

Order i 

arrival 

AR-3 AR-1 Dividends to 

save for 

Shareholders 

end of year 

Final 

Div 

Paym 

0 0,03776 0,69293 0,53776 1 1400 0 1393,176 0 1411,201 0  

1 1,3729 10,3623 1,8729 1 312,5058 0 209,1153 0 458,0214 0  

2 2,10185 22,6985 2,60185 1 -641,8621 0 -869,7965 0 -331,36 0  

3 3,18066 64,762 3,68066 1 -1433,278 0 -2084,658 0 -545,538 0  

4 4,67864 169,340 5,17864 2 -1648,070 0 -3357,77 0 0 0  

5 5,45029 286,569 5,95029 1 -4473,458 -420,8828 -3288,235 0 3565,498 1065,852357  

6 6,40093 328,685 6,90093 1 1400 0 -1885,727 0 5988,993 3490,17943  

7 7,28343 158,047 7,78343 1 1400 0 -179,684 0 3612,155 1113,720329  

8 8,6359 78,9018 9,1359 2 1400 0 612,7634 0 0 0  

9 9,57846 30,6630 10,078 3 -486,7901 1405,8932 1100,508 0 0 0  

10 10,0164 16,9451 10,5164 1 1,436341 0 -168,0148 567,745 973,9319 0  

11 11,7026 4,47153 12,2026 3 -125,1256 0 -171,1222 0 0 0 5669,752 
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Table 11: twelve-period example simulation of financing method non-auto RF for demand with Strong Seasonality 

In both Table 10 and Table 11 one year (twelve periods) of simulated data has been discussed. 

One simulation run exists of twenty years of data and two-hundred runs are executed for every 

parameter configuration. One simulation run gives an average yearly dividend payment and the 

standard deviation over these twenty dividend payments. These average dividend payments are 

used to conclude which financing setting (no RF, auto RF, non-auto RF) is most favourable for 

that specific parameter configuration. In Table 12 the results for financing method auto RF are 

showed to compare to the other two methods.  

Table 12: twelve-period example simulation of financing method auto RF for demand pattern Strong Seasonality 

NON-auto-discounting Reverse Factoring        

Period 

i 

Demand 

Xi arrival 

Demand i 

Size ξ 

 

AR arrival 

order i 

Case Cash Start 

Period 

AR-2 Cash Order 

i arrival 

AR-3 AR-1 Dividends to 

save for 

Shareholders 

end of year 

Final Div 

Paym 

0 0,0378 0,6929 0,9378 1 1400 0 1393,176 0 1412,317 0   

1 1,3729 10,3624 2,2729 3 312,493 0 209,102 0 0 0   

2 2,1019 22,6986 3,0019 2 -642,312 0 -328,171 0 0 0   

3 3,1807 64,7620 4,0807 2 -1432,473 0 -537,237 0 0 0   

4 4,6786 169,3408 5,5786 3 -1643,657 0 690,791 0 0 0   

5 5,4503 286,5692 6,3503 2 -408,765 0 3566,565 0 0 1070,489   

6 6,4009 328,6851 7,3009 3 1400 0 5963,763 0 0 3470,912   

7 7,2834 158,0478 8,1834 2 1400 0 3594,733 0 0 1099,889   

8 8,6359 78,9018 9,5359 2 1400 0 612,763 0 0 1,280   

9 9,5785 30,6630 10,4785 3 1400 0 1094,991 0 0 0   

10 10,0164 16,9451 10,9164 1 729,892 0 560,465 0 968,1576 0   

11 11,7026 4,4715 12,6026 3 -131,680 0 -70,957 0 0 0 5642,570 

auto-discounting Reverse Factoring  t = i t = Xi Dividends to 

save for 

Shareholders 

end of year 

 

Period i Demand Xi 

arrival 

Demand i 

Size ξ    

 

AR arrival 

order i 

Case Cash Start Period Cash Order i 

arrival 

Final Div 

Paym 

0 0,0378 0,6929 0,9378 1 1400,000 1409,725 0  

1 1,3729 10,3624 2,2729 3 312,440 456,519 0  

2 2,1019 22,6986 3,0019 2 -642,909 -328,769 0  

3 3,1807 64,7620 4,0807 2 -1433,078 -537,844 0  

4 4,6786 169,3408 5,5786 3 -1644,272 690,171 0  

5 5,4503 286,5692 6,3503 2 -409,386 3565,940 1069,863  

6 6,4009 328,6851 7,3009 3 1400,000 5963,763 3470,912  

7 7,2834 158,0478 8,1834 2 1400,000 3594,733 1099,889  

8 8,6359 78,9018 9,5359 2 1400,000 2497,057 0  

9 9,5785 30,6630 10,4785 3 1398,876 1826,143 0  

10 10,0164 16,9451 10,9164 1 727,684 962,931 0  

11 11,7026 4,4715 12,6026 3 -135,173 -74,485 0 5640,664 
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Appendix 3  Business Case Calculator 

In this appendix we discuss the elements of the ING Business Case Calculator (BCC). The BCC 

represents a tool which could indicate business benefits of SCF for every specific business case. 

This tool is applicable for suppliers as well as buyers. The content of it will be discussed briefly; 

the specific content will be kept confidential. The calculator includes more factors than showed 

and discussed in the models from Chapter 2. Quantitative factors as well as qualitative factors are 

included so that output shows impact of SCF from a broader angle than just purely quantitative 

as in the Chapter 2 models.  

 

Buyers and suppliers must be convinced about the benefits SCF could bring them. Because of a 

lack in knowledge, different priorities in Working Capital Management or uncertainty about how 

to implement and manage the platform, many potential clients do not agree on a SCF set-up yet. 

Therefore, the first step is showing them the program and platform and to make the potential 

benefits visible. These benefits are both of quantitative and qualitative nature and the tool must 

be able to indicate these both. Gaining their trust in the program and convince the buyers, and 

later the suppliers, about the benefits is most important and the main incentive of the BCC. The 

focus of this BCC suits the aim of ING to pursue better information flow to potential clients in 

helping them to understand SCF and its benefits better and create more awareness of its 

existence. We developed a Business Case Calculator, which can indicate gains of SCF from 

company specific input parameter values.  

Restrictions, assumptions and omitted factors 

All the models have used simplifying assumptions, which of course are necessary to model and 

generalize reality. Purely direct financial gains are taken into account, based on rate arbitrage and 

payment terms without any qualitative factors which could influence financial performance 

indirectly. No factors such as increased supplier operational performance, credit insurance, cash 

flow certainty and better partnership are included in this model. However, such factors might in 

some practical cases be of highest priority to start the SCF program instead of improving the 

cash flow directly. We indicated important elements to take into account when a company 

considers to set-up a RF program. All factors are taken into account in the BCC, together with 

the factors already included in the discussed models. Weights and coherence is kept confidential.  

 

- Auto-discounting 

In the discussed models, assumed is the automatic discounting of invoices (Closed model). 

However, in practice the supplier could have the need, demand or opportunity to not 

automatically discount the invoices directly. 

 

- Capital constraint supplier 

Van Laere (2012) shows that a not capital constraint supplier has no benefits by RF. We see in 

our simulations that when cash at hand is very large the RF contracts gain less dividends than 

without RF. 
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- Constant annual spending 

All models assume at least one yearly invoice amount. Alferink (2010) allows the amount to 

differ over the years and Van Laere (2012) ignores these amounts. We have seen in our 

simulations that different invoice amounts impacts the benefits to the supplier. 

 

- Higher credit rating buyer 

All models work with the rate arbitrage principle. In case there is no real rate arbitrage the 

supplier could still benefit from RF, but not directly from a lower interest rate. 

 

- Same currency transaction 

The discussed models all assume the supplier and buyer to use and trade the same currencies. By 

currently more internationalizing trades the exchange rate costs have to be taken into account if 

applicable.  

 

- Single supplier model 

Only Alferink (2010) tries to incorporate multiple suppliers in his base model by using the sum 

of the single supplier models. In practice banks and buyers try to on board multiple suppliers and 

benefits to all can be different having so.  

 

- Set-up and operational costs 

No model has included any costs related to the set-up of a RF program or keeping the program in 

operation. This set-up and operational costs can be of large impact, depending on the amount of 

(sub-) divisions, procurement organization, number of international partners, ERP systems etc. 

 

- Value of improved supplier stability and liquidity risk 

RF might be an alternative to save a supplier from bankruptcy and thereby ensure supply to the 

buyer. The larger the share of receivables from the RF providing buyer as part of total assets the 

more substantial these impacts can be. The prevention of supplier bankruptcy by RF enables the 

supplier to pay its financial obligations. 

 

- Off-balance sheet benefits 

From a supplier perspective RF is a form of off-balance-sheet financing (OBSF). Following Law 

and Smullen (2008) OBSF is a method of financing a company's activities so that some or all of 

the finance and the corresponding assets do not appear on the balance sheet of the company. In 

case of RF this relates to receivables by which a supplier can enhance its accounting ratios, such 

as the Gearing Ratio and Return on Capital Employed. This can be of huge value to some 

suppliers. 
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- Buyer-supplier relationship 

In Chapter 1 we discussed this to be a motivational factor for a RF contract. One of the ‘soft’ 

benefits of a SCF agreement could be increased buyer-supplier relationship, which ultimately 

should result in improved financial benefits. 

 

- WC management knowledge 

The impact of having a dedicated treasurer or WC manager working at the company has positive 

impact on RF. On the other hand, some do not have Working Capital managers or do simply not 

have a clue how their company manages their Working Capital. 

 

- Duration of the SCF agreement 

This factor has been discussed as one of the concerns in Chapter 1. The supplier and buyer could 

have very different requirements to the length of a RF contract. 

 

- Limited outstanding invoices 

At the bank the buyer’s confirmed outstanding payables are limited. This is to limit the risk faced 

by the bank to the buyer. This limit is determined in alignment with the financing fee and any 

payment period extension if applicable.  

 

- Country risk 

Trading in different countries involves different risks and rates. Some business environments 

may adversely affect operating profits or the value of assets in specific countries. There are even 

“Ultra High Risk Countries” (UHRC) for which ING refuses and not allows dealing with. 

 

 


